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Full Legal Disclaimer

This research presentation expresses our research opinions.  You should assume that as of the publication date of any presentation, report or letter, Spruce 

Point Capital Management LLC (possibly along with or through our members, partners, affiliates, employees, and/or consultants) along with our subscribers 

and clients has a short position in all stocks (and are long/short combinations of puts and calls on the stock) covered herein, including without limitation The 

Gentex Corp. (“Gentex”), and therefore stand to realize significant gains in the event that the price of its stock declines. Following publication of any 

presentation, report or letter, we intend to continue transacting in the securities covered therein, and we may be long, short, or neutral at any time hereafter 

regardless of our initial recommendation.  All expressions of opinion are subject to change without notice, and Spruce Point Capital Management does not 

undertake to update this report or any information contained herein.  Spruce Point Capital Management, subscribers and/or consultants shall have no 

obligation to inform any investor or viewer of this report about their historical, current, and future trading activities.

This research presentation expresses our research opinions, which we have based upon interpretation of certain facts and observations, all of which are 

based upon publicly available information, and all of which are set out in this research presentation.  Any investment involves substantial risks, including 

complete loss of capital. Any forecasts or estimates are for illustrative purpose only and should not be taken as limitations of the maximum possible loss or 

gain. Any information contained in this report may include forward looking statements, expectations, pro forma analyses, estimates, and projections. You 

should assume these types of statements, expectations, pro forma analyses, estimates, and projections may turn out to be incorrect for reasons beyond 

Spruce Point Capital Management LLC’s control. This is not investment or accounting advice nor should it be construed as such. Use of Spruce Point Capital 

Management LLC’s research is at your own risk. You should do your own research and due diligence, with assistance from professional financial, legal and 

tax experts, before making any investment decision with respect to securities covered herein. All figures assumed to be in US Dollars, unless specified 

otherwise.

To the best of our ability and belief, as of the date hereof, all information contained herein is accurate and reliable and does not omit to state material facts 

necessary to make the statements herein not misleading, and all information has been obtained from public sources we believe to be accurate and reliable, 

and who are not insiders or connected persons of the stock covered herein or who may otherwise owe any fiduciary duty or duty of confidentiality to the issuer, 

or to any other person or entity that was breached by the transmission of information to Spruce Point Capital Management LLC. However, Spruce Point 

Capital Management LLC recognizes that there may be non-public information in the possession of Gentex or other insiders of Gentex that has not been 

publicly disclosed by Gentex. Therefore, such information contained herein is presented “as is,” without warranty of any kind – whether express or implied. 

Spruce Point Capital Management LLC makes no other representations, express or implied, as to the accuracy, timeliness, or completeness of any such 

information or with regard to the results to be obtained from its use. 

This report’s estimated fundamental value only represents a best efforts estimate of the potential fundamental valuation of a specific security, and is not 

expressed as, or implied as, assessments of the quality of a security, a summary of past performance, or an actionable investment strategy for an investor. 

This is not an offer to sell or a solicitation of an offer to buy any security, nor shall any security be offered or sold to any person, in any jurisdiction in which 

such offer would be unlawful under the securities laws of such jurisdiction. Spruce Point Capital Management LLC is not registered as an investment advisor, 

broker/dealer, or accounting firm.

All rights reserved. This document may not be reproduced or disseminated in whole or in part without the prior written consent of Spruce Point 

Capital Management LLC.
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About Spruce Point Capital Management

Spruce Point Capital Is An Industry Recognized Research Activist Investment Firm Founded In 2009

• Founded by Ben Axler, a former investment banker with 16 years experience on Wall Street

• Ranked the #1 Short-Seller in the world by Sumzero after a comprehensive study of 12,000 analyst recommendations dating 
back to 2008 (March 2015)

• Ranked the #13 Most Influential FinTweeter on Twitter according to Sentieo analysis (Dec 2016)

Track Record of Identifying Financial Schemes In The Auto Sector

* Reported produced by Prescience Point of which Spruce Point’s founder was a contributing author
Past performance is no guarantee of future performance. Short-selling involves a high degree of risk, including the risk of infinite loss potential. Please see Full Legal Disclaimer at the front of the presentation.

Report Date 1/15/14 (Prescience Point)* 7/13/17

Company Promotion Best of breed recycled auto part distributor 
capable of effecting a roll-up strategy and producing consistent 

double digit revenue and EPS growth

Best of breed mirror “technology” company with world-leading 
gross margins capable of consistent double digit growth, achieving 

90% market share, and effecting shareholder friendly policies

Our Criticism LKQ is an ineffective roll-up by a management team with a 
history of financial failure (Waste Management / Discovery 

Zone). LKQ is caught in a gross margin squeeze being masked 
by relentless acquisitions, and aggressive inventory accounting 

open to significant management judgement. 
Its move to Europe is an implicit acknowledgement of waning 

domestic growth

Gross margins likely overstated by 2x through inventory and capex
overstatement. CEO/Founder has stacked the Board with former 
insiders, internally promoted finance/accounting individuals, and 

former external auditor as Audit Committee chair to prevent 
detection of the financial scheme. Product test and newly released 
FOIA evidence exposes Gentex’s misstatements. Dividend growth is 
substantially below potential (if you believe the financials) and the 

share repurchases are mostly to offset dilution

Successful Outcome Gross margins have declined from over 47% to 39%
The Company’s successive acquisition in Europe and 

domestically have failed to boost its share price. LKQ’s 
multiples have contracted significantly. Its CFO was replaced 
(Feb 2015) and its CEO recently stepped down (March 2017)

STAY TUNED!

http://www.businessinsider.com/ten-best-short-sellers-on-sumzero-2016-3
https://sentieo.com/blog/are-you-tracking-2016s-most-influential-fintweeters/
http://www.sprucepointcap.com/lkq-corp/
https://globenewswire.com/news-release/2015/02/26/710172/10122072/en/LKQ-Announces-Executive-Management-Changes.html
https://www.sec.gov/Archives/edgar/data/1065696/000106569617000012/lkq8-k.htm
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Spruce Point “Strong Sell” Opinion On Gentex, 
Sees 40% – 80% Near Term Downside

Gentex (Nasdaq: GNTX) is a supplier of dimmable mirrors for the auto and airline industry. Its products are commoditized and 

require nothing more than plastic moldings, mirrors, chemicals, printed circuit boards, and other inputs such as compasses. Its 

financials suggest it to be a wildly profitable company, yet our forensic analysis uncovers numerous red flags to suggest otherwise.

A Story Too 
Good To 
Be True

Gentex’s IPO in the early 1980s is littered with red flags. Its dimmable mirror was a carrot to bail out its struggling smoke 

detector business, and its management put no capital at risk. Gentex’s success has defied all the odds: it now commands a 

$5bn market cap and claims >90% market share. Its lead IPO underwriter and banker, OTC Net founded by Juan Carlos 

Schidlowski, was a notorious penny stock promoter who was later charged by the SEC and fled the country

Signs of 
Earnings 

Over-
statement

Gentex’s 40% gross margins are vastly superior to all global auto suppliers and are likely overstated by 2x. We believe it’s 

aggressively leaving costs in inventory (inventory growth is 3x revenue growth) while inflating capex through nonsensical 

projects (e.g. its North Riley Campus is 90% over initial budget). We commissioned a product tear down by IHS, an 

automotive expert, to examine its components. In our view, Gentex’s rhetoric pertaining to its mirror’s level of proprietary 

components and vertical integration is likely exaggerated. We also have documented proof of capex misstatement

Irregular 
Financial 
Policies

Despite margins and profitably that dwarfs auto supply peers, Gentex policies that are touted as shareholder friendly are not

what they appear. Its dividend growth has been well below the rate of its reported free cash flow growth, which is likely 

overstated, and its share repurchases are mostly to offset dilution. Gentex has amassed an abnormal amount of cash on its 

balance sheet, and has irregular Level I and II classifications. We believe Gentex has shunned M&A to avoid outside 

scrutiny. The only acquisition of note in its history was of HomeLink, a related-party deal where we find issues

Governance 
Weaknesses

Gentex was audited by Arthur Anderson (Enron + WorldCom auditor), and its former Michigan partner has sat on Gentex’s

Audit Committee as chairman for 14yrs. Gentex’s audit fee is by far the lowest in the auto supply industry. Its 

Chairman/CEO is 74yrs old and no longer participates in conference calls, yet keeps a tight grip on its financials by having 

to approve invoices over $5k. The Chief Accounting Officer acts functionally as the Treasurer and signs checks, a major 

financial control red flag. Insider ownership declines every year and is just 2.5%. The only executive getting special 

bonuses is the Chief Accounting Officer 
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Spruce Point “Strong Sell” Opinion On Gentex, 
Sees 40% – 80% Near Term Downside

In addition to material concerns about Gentex’s financials and credibility of management, Spruce Point believes 

investors will also have to look beyond myriad fundamental challenges on the horizon

Key Modules 
are in Decline

Our field research indicates that SmartBeam revenues (10% of total sales)  are already in decline as cost of traditional 

driver assist packages continue to come down in price and OEMs look to avoid redundancies.  HomeLink now faces 

competition for the first time from a comparable Magna product and various phone apps with additional functionality.

SAAR Decline 
& 

De-Contenting 
Cycle

The past cycle of surging auto sales, high levels of affordability and the gradual digitalization of the auto user 

experience presented the ideal backdrop for Gentex.  We believe the current dynamics of the used car market have 

set the stage for a dramatic reversal in auto sales and affordability.  We believe that reduced affordability will lead to 

de-contenting, magnifying the challenge of the downturn for Gentex.

Full Display 
Mirror (FDM) Is 
A Big Problem, 
Not the Answer

Gentex’s moat historically has been the auto-dimming feature of its mirrors. The fact that the FDM functions primarily as 

a display, rather than a mirror, makes the auto dimming feature almost irrelevant. This opens up the FDM product to a 

much wider range of competitors, including display suppliers attempting to make mirrors and traditional mirror 

companies that have strategically partnered with display companies.  We believe that Ficosa (Panasonic) will be offering 

their own version of the FDM at a 50% haircut to the Gentex FDM price of $200.  Gentex’s inability to rely on an auto 

dimming premium and reliance on Kyocera as a display supplier will limit margin and their ability to compete on price.

Long-term 
Viability of 
Mirror in 
Question 

The convergence of the connected car and assisted driving are rapidly reshaping the technology user experience of the 

automobile, particularly vehicle navigation.  We believe that the future of vehicle navigation is cameras, sensors and 

displays, not mirrors. Over the past several years’ multiple world class technology companies (e.g., Samsung, 

Panasonic, Intel, Google) have entered the space via strategic investment and acquisition of existing auto navigation 

suppliers.  All of these players are focusing their efforts on the user experience and to date almost all of them are focused

on Heads Up Display (HUD) or the center console.  Gentex appears to be on an island, having not forged any strategic 

partnerships of meaning to date and linking their future to the likely ill-timed near-term solution of the FDM.
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Spruce Point “Strong Sell” Opinion On Gentex, 
Sees 40% – 80% Near Term Downside

We believe Gentex offers a terrible risk/reward. Gentex investors believe it to provide growth at a reasonable price (GARP) 

while trading at 7.5x and 14.5x ‘17E EBITDA and P/E and 10% EPS growth. However, our view is that its cheapness is a 

function of its precarious position in a cyclical auto industry about to turn, its potential to be displaced by new technology, 

and its high risk of financial misstatement. Listen carefully to the Bofa/ML analyst who has an $11 price target
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Capital Structure and Valuation 

$ in mm, except per share figures

Gentex’s valuation looks “cheap” and appeals to many GARP investors. Analysts expect sustained 7-8% 

sales growth and 8-10% EPS growth in the coming years. These expectations rest of the tenuous 

assumption that Gentex’s financials are fairly stated and that the auto cycle and mirror use can be sustained. 

We adjust Gentex’s financials for below market revenue growth, and normalize its margins for the extreme 

capitalization of expenses and overstatement we have documented in this report. 

Source: Gentex financials and Wall St. and Spruce Point estimates

Note: Our estimates are at the midpoint of our normalized gross margin range of 20-30% vs. Gentex’s reported at 40%

1) Gentex’s credit agreement has a $150m revolving credit facility and $150m term loan due Sept 2018. Its covenants require total leverage under 3x and that its 

financials be stated in accordance with GAAP.

2) We give Gentex full credit for its cash and securities, despite warnings signs of irregular classifications between Level I and II securities.

Street Valuation 2016A 2017E 2018E

Stock Price $18.50 EV / Sales 2.8x 2.6x 2.5x

Diluted Shares Outstanding 291.5 EV / EBITDA 7.9x 7.3x 6.9x

Market Capitalization $5,392.4 Price / EPS 15.5x 14.1x 13.1x

Revolver Debt $20.8 Price / Book 2.8x -- --

Term Loan $123.8 Debt / EBITDA 0.2x 0.2x 0.2x

Total Debt Outstanding (1) $144.6 Spruce Point Adjusted

Less: Cash and Mkt. Securities  (2) $797.8 EV / Sales 2.8x 2.7x 2.6x

Enterprise Value $4,739.2 EV / Adj. EBITDA 12.4x 11.9x 11.5x

Price / Adj. EPS 28.9x 28.5x 27.2x

Debt / EBITDA 0.4x 0.4x 0.3x

https://www.sec.gov/Archives/edgar/data/355811/000119312513389308/d605768dex101.htm
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Our Gentex Research Process

 IHS, a leading consultant in the 

automotive space, tore down a Gentex 

mirror at the direction of Spruce Point to 

identify the proprietary nature of each 

component

IHS Mirror Teardown

Key Diligence Activities Description

Freedom of 
Information (FOIA) 

Requests

 Freedom of Information Act requests were 

made with Michigan’s tax, environmental 

and economic development agencies

Forensic Financial and 
Accounting Analysis

 Stress tested and benchmarked reported 

financial metrics against the Company’s 

own history and industry peers

 Critically analyzed accounting methods

Spruce Point has spent many months and invested significant resources to conduct proper due diligence 

on Gentex as basis to form our Strong Sell opinion

 Spoke to former employees in critical 

financial, accounting and sales functions

 Spoke with recognized industry experts
Field Checks

Key Findings

• Evidence of aggressive capitalization 

of costs through ballooning inventory 

and inflated capex

• Unusual cash management policies 

and recent signs of financial stress

• Evidence of material misrepresentation 

of its business to the SEC and Michigan

• Evidence of capex misrepresentation at 

North Riley expansion

• Evidence of env’t violations/issues

• Gentex claims to produce most of the 

product in house. Results of teardown 

show that most of the significant 

component cost drivers are externally 

supplied components that are neither 

complex, nor proprietary. 

• Finance / accounting dept. in disarray 

after the CFO departure in 2013

• Aggressive capitalization policies

• Gentex’s future is in question as tech 

companies become Tier I suppliers
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Everything About Gentex Is Irregular

Sources of Cash

Overstatement of Earnings

Leads To Inflated Balance Sheet and Irregular Uses of Cash

Abnormal Cash Build 
on Balance Sheet

Abnormal Return of 
Capital Strategies

Abnormally 
Low Dividend Relative 

to Free Cash Flow

Abnormal 
M&A Activity

Abnormal and Inflated 
Capex and Inventories

Share Repurchases 
Mostly To Offset 

Dilution

Irrationally Has 
Highest Cash Balance 

Among U.S. 
Auto Supply Peers

Irregular Level I and II 
Investment 

Classification

Eschews M&A Which 
Avoids Opening Books 

To Outside Scrutiny

Only M&A Deal 
HomeLink (Related-

Party) Inflated Balance 
Sheet w/Intangibles

Capex To Insource 
Supply, Obfuscates 

Costs, Product 
Teardown Refutes This

Capex and Inventory 
Benchmarking Shows 
Inflation, Emails Show 
Capex Tracking Errors

Irregular Financial and Accounting Organization, Weak Internal Controls, Entrenched Audit Committee

By consequence of our belief that Gentex’s earnings are significantly overstated, we find all 

aspects of its balance sheet and capital deployment to be irregular
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Gentex’s Financial Scheme In One Chart

Gentex’s financial scheme can be seen clearly in the chart below which shows cumulative growth of sales, accounts, 

receivables and inventory. In the long, run these three financial metrics should converge to grow at the same rate. 

This can be seen by looking at large auto supply peers such as Magna and Autoliv. The fact that Gentex’s inventory 

growth has outpaced sales and receivables by 3x over the long-run should be a major red flag. It suggests that 

Gentex is aggressively capitalizing costs within inventory to enable earnings overstatement.
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Inventory 

overstated by 

approx. $120m if 

normalized for 

sales and accounts 

receivable growth

Source: SEC Filings
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Incontrovertible Evidence of Capex 
Inflation Direct From Gentex

Source: 2015 Annual Report, p. 12 Filed 2/23/2016

Inaccurate Statements Made In SEC Filings 

Consistently Say 250,000 sqft

Internal Gentex Email Stating 350,000 sqft, Chief Legal 

Officer Scott Ryan Copied on Email

“In 2014, the Company began 

construction of a 250,000 square-

foot manufacturing and 

distribution facility located in 

Zeeland, Michigan. The total cost of 

the project is expected to be 

approximately $45 - $50 million and 

will be completed in 2016. The 

building will be operational for 

distribution of products during mid-

2016, and the production phase will 

begin in early 2017. This project will 

be funded from cash and cash 

equivalents on hand.”

Here is proof that Gentex inflates capex. An internal email dated Feb 2, 2016 explains the North Riley facility as 

350,000 sqft. Less than 3 weeks later, Gentex continued to state in its SEC filings that the facility is 250,000 sqft in 

its 10-K. The square footage is inflated by 40%. We will also show its construction cost ballooned >90%.

Source: Obtained Michigan FOIA

Gentex Chief Legal Officer

http://ir.gentex.com/static-files/b1e6a8f2-b6c2-4c1d-a19d-e5411c4173ea
http://www.michigan.gov/deqfoia
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Incontrovertible Evidence Gentex Caught 
Telling Lies To U.S. Gov’t Regulators

Response Date Here’s What Gentex Tells The SEC

Feb 2, 2015

“As noted, the resources in the Automotive Segment are shared resources that apply equally to all of the product lines in the segment. 
For example, the Company’s automotive sales team members are responsible for selling all of the automotive products the 
Company offers, to their assigned customers. The Company does not have automotive product line focused sales teams.”

“Similarly, the Company’s manufacturing processes utilize consistent technology, assembly lines, and equipment to build all of the 
products that we make, including the various advanced features (i.e., other product lines) that go into our mirrors.”

“All of the automotive products that the Company offers are sold to the same class of customer and have the same methods of 
distribution”

June 17, 2015

“The Company has assessed whether or not, pursuant to ASC 280-10-50-40, disclosure of revenues for each product line or group of 
similar products is required, and has concluded that disclosure of each product is not required because the products within the 
Automotive Segment exhibit the same or very similar characteristics (i.e., the nature of the products, the nature of the production 
processes, the type or class of customer, the distribution methods for the products, and the nature of the regulatory environment) 
and are grouped into the Automotive Products segment and disclosed appropriately. 

As set forth in the Company's February 12, 2015 response, as well as in discussions with the Staff, the Company does not track and 
present individual product line information since resources are not allocated based on product lines and each of the product lines in the 
Automotive Products Segments are similar in that they: are included in mirror or module products; are produced from shared resources 
(including engineering, production, sales, and administration); and do not have product line managers (as the Chief Operating Decision 
Maker is the Automotive Segment manager). Given the foregoing, and the fact that virtually all customers of this group of similar 
products in the Automotive Segment are automotive OEMs or Tier 1 suppliers, the Company believes its Automotive Products 
Segment rather obviously involves a "group of similar products," as contemplated by ASC 280-10-50-40. In fact, the Company's 
customers commonly dictate changes among the Company's product lines with minimal notice to the Company.”

In 2015, Gentex received comment letters from the SEC with questions about segment reporting disclosure. Pay close 

attention to its responses to the SEC for its justification as to why it should not disclose more financial information 

about its automotive product lines (interior / exterior mirrors and HomeLink). 

Its main arguments are that production, sale, and distribution of both interior and exterior mirrors are the same.

https://www.sec.gov/Archives/edgar/data/355811/000035581115000010/filename1.htm
https://www.sec.gov/Archives/edgar/data/355811/000035581115000037/filename1.htm
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Newly Revealed Document 
Exposes Gentex’s Lies For The First Time

A newly released document from Gentex to the Michigan Environmental Department contradicts management’s 

statements to the SEC. Gentex, through its consultant, says the production, planning, sales and marketing of interior 

and exterior mirrors are different. Therefore, we conclude that Gentex has lied either to the SEC or Michigan

Source: Obtained Michigan FOIA

http://www.michigan.gov/deqfoia
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Undisclosed Environmental Violation 
And Continuing Concerns

Source: Michigan DEQ

Gentex makes no mention in its SEC Filings of environmental risks to its business, and does not disclose that it has 

received a formal violation notice from state regulators. A recent memo from March 2017 shows “continuing concern” 

from the regulators about Gentex’s environmental situation.

http://www.deq.state.mi.us/aps/downloads/SRN/N1888/N1888_VN_20160909.pdf
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Potential Credit Agreement Violations

Gentex’s Credit Agreement (8.1.16)

Given the evidence of material misstatement about Gentex’s business model, its North Riley Campus capex 

expansion, and its environmental compliance situation, we believe it is in potential violation of its credit agreement

Keeping of Records and Books of Account. “The Borrower shall, and shall cause each Subsidiary of 

the Borrower to, maintain and keep proper books of record and account which enable the Borrower and 

its Subsidiaries to issue financial statements in accordance with GAAP and as otherwise required by 

applicable Laws of any Official Body having jurisdiction over the Borrower or any Subsidiary of the 

Borrower, and in which full, true and correct entries shall be made in all material respects of all its 

dealings and business and financial affairs.”

Environmental Matters. ”Each Loan Party is and, to the knowledge of each respective Loan Party, each of 

its Subsidiaries is and has been in compliance with applicable Environmental Laws except as would not in 

the aggregate result in a Material Adverse Change.”

Gentex’s Credit Agreement (6.1.14)

Source: Gentex’s credit agreement

https://www.sec.gov/Archives/edgar/data/355811/000119312513389308/d605768dex101.htm


High Level Indicators of Financial 
Malfeasance At Gentex
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Stacking Gentex Up To Our Financial 
Malfeasance Playbook

Spruce Point has a history of identifying financial malfeasance and fraud dating back to our 2010-2011 work in exposing Chinese 
reverse merger takeovers.  The story line for these companies typically went something like this.  A company in a rather 
commoditized space is miraculously able to deliver industry defying profit margins.  These atypical profit margins were often
associated with balance sheet distortions necessary to legitimize the phantom profits.  This almost always resulted in some level 
of abnormalities and deception as it pertains to cash management. Gentex’s financials appear simply too good to be true and 
there is strong potential that its profits are being materially overstated.  

Key Metrics How Gentex Corporation Stacks Up

Road to IPO • Many financial schemes have non-traditional routes to going public (e.g. Chinese reverse mergers)
• Gentex IPO’ed as a penny stock through a broker who plead guilty of fraud and fled the country

Margins • Gentex reports ~40% profit margins, double those of their average automotive supply peer set

Balance Sheet • Inventory growth is wildly disconnected from sale / accounts receivables and has never been written down
• Capex is roughly three times that of peers and irrational that Gentex claims it needs to do everything in 

house, even going so far as claiming it needs its own power plant

Cash
Management

• Cash balance is irrationally high at 33% of total assets
• Irregular and unusual classifications of Level I and II securities
• Dividend growth well below free cash flow growth and share repurchases mostly to offset dilution
• Chief Accounting Officer has check signing abilities, an internal control weakness

Questionable 
Related-Party Deals

• The structuring of the HomeLink acquisition (excessive cost and languishing performance) post the close are 
highly suspicious

Management • Financial and accounting leadership is inexperienced and lacking advanced qualifications
• Management has made conflicting statements to the SEC and the State of Michigan in regards to its business

Financial Oversight • Two of the three audit committee members consist of a former octogenarian executive and a previously 
dismissed auditor from Arthur Anderson

• 74yr old CEO/Chairman keeps tight control over invoices, and must authorize anything >$5k
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Gentex’s Sordid IPO History

Source: SEC In The Matter of Juan Carlos Schidlowski, May 1994

Gentex’s history is marked by controversy. At IPO 79% of sales came from a single, undisclosed source. Its IPO was 

managed by OTC Net Inc, a small broker of penny stocks based out of Colorado. OTC’s founder, Juan Carlos Schidlowski, 

was sanctioned by the SEC and he fled the country. For good measure, his partner, Joe Pignatielo was known in penny 

stock circles as “the Pig” – Many if not all of OTC’s penny stocks failed, yet Gentex has grown into a wild success and a 

$5bn market cap. Did Gentex just defy all odds, or perpetuate a financial scheme that has duped investors for decades?

Gentex IPO 

Prospectus Cover

Forbes Article on OTC Net and 

Its SEC Sanctioned Founder

SEC Complaint vs. OTC Founder 

Mentions Gentex

Source: Forbes. Jan 4, 1982Source: GENTEX IPO Document

https://www.sec.gov/litigation/aljdec/1994/id19940527ejk.pdf
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Gentex’s Success:  A Story Defying All 
Odds, Appearing Too Good To Be True

1) Fred T. Bauer Oral History Interview, Hope College, June 21, 1994

2) Biography of Fred Bauer on Gentex’s website

3) Gentex’s recent 10-K just states, “Fred Bauer has held his current position with the Company for more than five years.”

According to current CEO Fred Bauer’s oral history, Gentex’s IPO came out of necessity. (1) Its smoke detector business 

struggled, and its prospectus disclosed a lawsuit where it didn’t have adequate insurance coverage, and which could have 

caused a material adverse effect. The story of the auto dimming mirror appears to have been a carrot dangled to investors to 

bail out a business teetering on potential insolvency:

“For Gentex, the worst crisis came in the late 70's. The company had a smoke detector product line that was struggling. We really only sold 

to one customer. Within six months of my entering the company, that customer threatened to quit using our product. It almost ruined the 

company. That was a monumental crisis. The original product of Gentex was a smoke detector to save lives in case of fire. It was sold for 

residential use, primarily for mobile homes.”

How did Bauer get involved with Gentex and the automotive story? Bauer prefaces his responses to both questions by 

saying, “The story there is a little complex” and “It’s kind of a long story” – signs of a man wanting to avoid digging into the past.

What’s clear is that Bauer public biography on Gentex’s website and in recent SEC Filings, omits key details: (2)(3)

• Bauer and a few associates owned 50% of Integrity Design Company (IDC), a joint venture with Donnelly Mirrors to develop 

the dimming mirror. IDC was Bauer’s main focus until approximately a year before Gentex’s IPO

• It doesn’t appear Bauer and his colleagues put any capital at risk into the venture. Donnelly funded just $620,000 towards the 

development of the day/night mirror prior to IPO, and ceded an option to purchase their 50% stake for no cost to IDC

• Donnelly wanted to be the exclusive distributor, and receive a royalty on sales, with other royalties also going to Bauer and

associates. The royalties didn’t have to be paid in the event there was no net profits to the Company

From there on, the rest is history. With no capital at risk, Bauer has created a $5bn company. For an industry that has made 

Bauer a multimillionaire many times over, and allowed him to create an automotive product with sustainable gross margins 

double the average industry average, Bauer seemed outright pessimistic in 1994: (1) 

“Really automotive is one of the most difficult markets. I would not advise someone to start a business in the automotive industry today. 

The best businesses to go in are the ones that you can start small and work your way up.”

http://ir.gentex.com/management/fred-bauer
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Abnormal Gross Margins Defy Global 
Industry Averages And Price Reductions 

Gentex Historical Gross Margins Per Employee

Gentex Gross Margin vs. Industry PeersGross Margin Per Employee vs. Industry Peers
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1) Based on last publicly available data from 2002 prior to acquisition
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• Spruce Point has had numerous successes identifying financial 

scheme by evaluating abnormal financial performance per employee

• In the case of Gentex, we observe that its 40% gross margins are 

nearly 2x the global average in the automotive supply industry

• When viewed in the context that Gentex makes commoditized mirrors 

with fairly low technology enhancements such as remote control 

garage door openers, compasses, and cameras, Gentex’s sustained 

financial outperformance seems highly unlikely

• Gentex also has to contend with the brutal requirements of OEMs 

demanding price reductions of 2-3% per annum, which is a relentless 

headwind to overcome. There are limits to supply chain costs savings 

that Gentex can implement (significant cost components come from 

suppliers), yet its gross margins and gross margins per employee are 

near record highs
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Magna vs. Gentex

Gentex Gross Margin vs. Donnelly (Pre-Magna Acquisition)

Source: SEC Filings

• Donnelly and Gentex were engaged in litigation years ago, but in Q4 1996 the parties reached a patent and licensing settlement. 

Donnelly continued to actively develop newer and more advanced electrochromic technologies for the automotive market (2)

• To this day, Magna Mirrors is based in Holland, Michigan approximately 5 miles down the street from Gentex’s Zeeland location. 

According to Magna’s website, its products increasingly incorporate sophisticated electronic functions. Magna produces 26m 

interior mirrors and 28m exterior mirrors annually worldwide. Gentex shipped 26m interior and 10m exterior mirrors in 2016 (3)

• While Magna does not provide segment information on its mirror business, on a consolidated basis its gross margin was 14.6% 

in 2016, while Gentex continues to report gross margins close to 40%

• Gentex’s ability to preserve its gross margin is even more remarkable in light of the annual 2-3% pricing reduction OEMs expect 

it to achieve, and imposed in long-term contracts (4)
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Gentex’s closest competitor is Magna Mirrors, formerly Donnelly Corp, which was acquired in June 2002. (1) 

As we previously discussed, at its beginning, Gentex worked with Donnelly to develop the dimmable mirror. 

While both companies essentially use the same technology, Gentex’s gross margins are more than 2x higher.

1) “Acquisition Gives Magna 

Top Spot”, Auto News, 

July 1, 2002

2) Donnelly FY98 10-K, p.5

3) Magna Mirrors website

4) Q4’13 Conf Call

http://www.autonews.com/article/20020701/SUB/207010775/acquisition-gives-magna-top-spot
https://www.sec.gov/Archives/edgar/data/805583/0000926044-98-000126.txt
http://www.magna.com/capabilities/vision-systems/about-magna-mirrors
https://seekingalpha.com/article/1977081-gentex-management-discusses-q4-2013-results-earnings-call-transcript?part=single
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Gentex’s Financial Scheme In One Chart

Gentex’s financial scheme can be seen clearly in the chart below which shows cumulative growth of sales, accounts, 

receivables and inventory. In the long, run these three financial metrics should converge to grow at the same rate. 

This can be seen by looking at large auto supply peers such as Magna and Autoliv. The fact that Gentex’s inventory 

growth has outpaced sales and receivables by 3x over the long-run should be a major red flag. It suggests that 

Gentex is aggressively capitalizing costs within inventory to enable earnings overstatement.
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Inventory 

overstated by 

approx. $120m if 

normalized for 

sales and accounts 

receivable growth

Source: SEC Filings
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Signs of Inventory Issues, 
Pressure At SmartBeam

$mm
Prior to 

2010
2010 2011 2012 2013 2014 2015 2016

Ending 
Inventory, Net

-- $100.7 $188.8 $159.9 $120.1 $141.8 $174.7 $189.3 

Reserve
“Not 

significant”
$4.0 $4.9 $7.8 $6.9 $6.7 $8.2 $6.1 

% of Gross 
Inventory

-- 3.8% 2.5% 4.7% 5.4% 4.5% 4.5% 3.1%

Gentex began disclosing an inventory reserve amount for the first time in 2010 after the financial crisis. 

The Company has never disclosed an actual inventory write down.

This is surprising even during the 2013-14 period when Gentex lost Rear Camera Display (RCD). (1)

Now that SmartBeam, a product estimated to be 10% of total revenue,  appears to be under-pressure, 

will Gentex write-down any inventory? (2)

Source: Gentex financials

1)  “Gentex expects sales of rear camera displays to dip, despite new mandate”, Mbiz 5/11/2014
2) (a) Mark Newton (Q4’14) “SmartBeam; our second largest advanced electronic application is SmartBeam, and in 2015 it will continue to be, growing at a faster 

rate than our overall corporate average.” 
(b) Mark Newton (Q1’15) “And for us, SmartBeam, we have identified publicly quite a bit lately that it is one of our primary growth drivers for the business now 
and going forward in the future. For us, the SmartBeam ADAS represents 10% of our business.” 
(c) Note: Mark Newton, SVP, resigned from Company and Board on 7/22/15
(c)   CFO on SmartBeam (Q4’15) : “On the SmartBeam side what we've continued to see is, there has been quite a few new launches on that front, and we don't 
see anything materially changing with our SmartBeam business in 2016 versus what we've seen over the last several years”
d)  CFO on SmartBeam (Q1’17): “In other words, as forward driver assist systems take off and start to become higher volume it does create a bit of a headwind 

for the business and we're looking for new ways to try to offset those losses in those lower segments or in those emerging markets.”

https://mibiz.com/item/21546-gentex-expects-sales-of-rear-camera-displays-to-dip-despite-new-mandate
https://seekingalpha.com/article/2860656-gentexs-gntx-q4-2014-results-earnings-call-transcript?part=single
https://seekingalpha.com/article/3091246-gentex-gntx-q1-2015-results-earnings-call-transcript?part=single
http://ir.gentex.com/news-releases/news-release-details/gentex-announces-management-appointments-and-changes
https://seekingalpha.com/article/3844136-gentex-gntx-q4-2015-results-earnings-call-transcript?part=single
https://seekingalpha.com/article/4064204-gentexs-gntx-q1-2017-results-earnings-call-transcript?part=single


Abnormal Capital Expenditures
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Focusing on Gentex’s Capex For Clues of 
Earnings Overstatement

Sources of Cash

Overstatement of Earnings

Leads To Inflated Balance Sheet and Irregular Uses of Cash

Abnormal Cash Build 
on Balance Sheet

Abnormal Return of 
Capital Strategies

Abnormally 
Low Dividend Relative 

to Free Cash Flow

Abnormal 
M&A Activity

Abnormal and Inflated 
Capex and Inventories

Share Repurchases 
Mostly To Offset 

Dilution

Irrationally Has 
Highest Cash Balance 

Among U.S. 
Auto Supply Peers

Irregular Level I and II 
Investment 

Classification

Eschews M&A Which 
Avoids Opening Books 

To Outside Scrutiny

Only M&A Deal 
HomeLink (Related-

Party) Inflated Balance 
Sheet w/Intangibles

Capex To Insource 
Supply, Obfuscates 

Costs, Product 
Teardown Refutes This

Capex and Inventory 
Benchmarking Shows 
Inflation, Emails Show 
Capex Tracking Errors

Irregular Financial and Accounting Organization, Weak Internal Controls, Entrenched Audit Committee

By consequence of our belief that Gentex’s earnings are overstated, we believe its balance sheet is 

overstated as well. A close look at capex supports our case
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Classic Capex Financial Schemes

Date
Company / 

Ticker

Arthur 
Andersen 
Auditor

Financial Scheme

3/26/02 Waste Mgmt / WM Yes Improperly capitalizing a variety of expenses

11/5/02 WorldCom / WCOM Yes
Manipulated its financial results in two ways. First, WorldCom reduced its operating expenses by 

improperly releasing certain reserves held against operating expenses. Second, WorldCom improperly 
reduced its operating expenses by re-characterizing certain expenses as capital assets

5/28/04 HealthSouth / HLSH No

HealthSouth also capitalized a variety of miscellaneous
operating expenses, describing them in the fixed asset system in ways that

did not correspond, or in some cases even bear any discernible relationship,
to the nature of the costs incurred

9/15/08
Italian American 

Pasta / AIPC
No

Following AIPC’s IPO in 1997, AIPC did not have adequate systems for measuring the internal plant 
labor and other costs used on capital projects. Instead of implementing a suitable system, AIPC 

adopted a practice of capitalizing without support internal labor and other costs used on the projects. 
Under this practice, internal costs capitalized were not identified specifically and segregated from 

ordinary operating expenses and AIPC lacked compensating internal controls. 

6/2/10 Diebold / DBD No
Among the fraudulent accounting practices used to inflate earnings and meet forecasts were: 1) 

improperly delaying and capitalizing expenses and 2) writing up the value of used inventory

8/6/15 Miller Energy / MILL No
Inflating values of oil and gas properties; Miller Energy overstated their value by more than $400 

million, boosting the company’s net income and total assets

6/28/17
Penn West Energy

/ OBE
No

Fraudulently moved hundreds of millions of dollars in expenses from operating expense accounts to 
capital expenditure accounts. This alleged fraudulent movement caused Penn West to artificially 

reduce its operating costs by as much as 20 percent in certain periods, which falsely improved 
reported metrics for oil extraction efficiency and profitability

History is rife with examples of companies using aggressive capitalization schemes to overstate earnings. Gentex 

was audited by Arthur Andersen from inception until its dismissal in March 1999. (1) Some of the largest corporate 

accounting scandals, including Enron and Sunbeam, were overseen by the defunct auditor.

Quote From Former Gentex Accountant: “The capex limit at Gentex is $5,000.00 so anything over that limit needs to be capitalized”

https://www.sec.gov/news/headlines/wastemgmt6.htm
https://www.sec.gov/litigation/complaints/comp17829.htm
https://www.sec.gov/Archives/edgar/data/785161/000095017204001357/ex99-1hsc.txt
https://www.sec.gov/news/press/2008/2008-200.htm
https://www.sec.gov/news/press/2010/2010-93.htm
https://www.sec.gov/news/pressrelease/2015-161.html
https://www.sec.gov/news/press-release/2017-120
https://www.sec.gov/Archives/edgar/data/355811/0000950124-99-001916.txt
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Gentex’s Abnormal Capex Metrics In 
The Auto Supply Industry

Metric Gentex Harman Stoneridge Magna

Total Square Feet 1,403,000 5,644,000 1,000,000 72,700,000

Total Employees 5,315 26,000 4,200 159,000

FY16 Net PP&E ($mm) $465.8 $593.3 $91.5 $7,022.0 

Gross Profit ($mm) $668 $2,093 $195 $5,322

PP&E / Square Foot $332.0 $105.1 $91.5 $96.6 

PP&E / Employee $87,643 $22,819 $21,786 $44,164 

Gross Profit / Square Foot $476 $371 $195 $73 

Square Foot / Employee 264 217 238 457

Certain auto suppliers disclose total square footage of their manufacturing, research and distribution 

operations. This allows us to benchmark Gentex’s results vs. peers. Our analysis suggests that Gentex’s 

PP&E is very likely overstated by 2-4x. 

Note: Analysis excludes Gentex’s new North Riley Campus which wasn’t completed until Q1’2017
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History of Capex Projections Running 
Significantly Over-Estimate

Major Capex Programs ($mm)
Year 

Announced
Year 

Completed
Square Feet

Initial Cost 
Estimate

Final Cost
% Cost 

Mis-estimated

3rd Production Facility (1) 1998 Q2'2000 170,000 $12.0 $13.0 8%

4th Facility and Technical Center (2) 2002 2006 200,000 $100.0 $38.0 163%

Purchase/Improvement Electronics 
Manufacturing Facility

2007 2008 60,000 $6.0 $6.0 --

Electronics Manufacturing 2010 Q1’2011 108,000 -- $5.0 --

Electronics Manufacturing (Expansion) 2011 2012 125,000 $17.0 $25.0 47%

Auto Exterior Mirrors (Expansion) 2011 2012 32,000 $4.0 $4.0 --

Chemistry Lab 2011 2012 60,000 $9.0 $11.5 28%

Expansion to connect facilities 2011 2013 120,000 $23.0 $25.0 9%

Chilled Water Centralization -- 2013 10,000 $11.0 $11.0 --

Manufacturing and Distribution (3) 2014 Early 2017 250,000 $30-$35 $60-$65 92%

Germany: Office and Distribution 2003 2003 40,000 $4 - $5 $5.0 --

Germany: Office and Distribution 2013 2016 50,000 -- $6.0 --

China: Office and Distribution 2006 2006 25,000 -- $0.75 --

Total Capex -- -- 1,250,000 $219 $213 --

1) Never fully disclosed other than the expectation that its expected cost rose from $12m to $13m

2) Initially the Gentex said “In November 2002, the Company announced plans to expand its manufacturing operations in Zeeland, Michigan, with the construction of another automotive 

mirror manufacturing facility which is scheduled to open in 2005. The Company plans to invest approximately $100 million over a 5-year period for land, the facility and 

manufacturing equipment to meet the Company's future automotive production needs.” (2002 10-K, p. 9) And later: “During 2003, the Company also announced plans for a new 

corporate office facility linking the fourth manufacturing facility with its existing corporate office and production facility. The Company plans to invest approximately $40-45 million for 

the new facilities during 2004 and 2005. (2003: 10-K, p. 10). And then, “During 2003, the Company also announced plans for a new technical office facility linking the fourth 

manufacturing facility with its existing corporate office and production facility. The Company plans to invest approximately $35 - 40 million for the new facilities, primarily during 2005 

and 2006” (2004: 10-K, p. 10). Finally, “The Company completed the construction of this facility and the new technical center in 2006 at a total cost of approximately $38 

million, which was funded from its cash and cash equivalents on hand.” (2016 10-K, p. 13) 

3) The project has been revised four times $45-$50m (2015 10-K), $55-$60m (Q3’16 10-Q) and now $60-$65m (2016 10-K)

Gentex’s major capital expansions have been grossly misestimated. Its recent North Riley campus 

expansion has been revised four times, and now 90%+ over estimate.

https://www.sec.gov/Archives/edgar/data/355811/000095012403000487/k74338e10vk.txt
https://www.sec.gov/Archives/edgar/data/355811/000095012404000642/k82516e10vk.txt
https://www.sec.gov/Archives/edgar/data/355811/000095012405001088/k91802e10vk.txt
https://www.sec.gov/Archives/edgar/data/355811/000035581117000013/gntx12312016-10k.htm
https://www.sec.gov/Archives/edgar/data/355811/000035581116000063/gntx12312015-10k.htm
https://www.sec.gov/Archives/edgar/data/355811/000035581116000088/gntx09302016-10q.htm
https://www.sec.gov/Archives/edgar/data/355811/000035581117000013/gntx12312016-10k.htm
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Largest North Riley Campus Expansion, Almost 
100% Over Estimate, With Lower Capacity

Total Capacity Estimated To Be 45m to 54m 

interior and Exterior Mirrors Post Expansion

A Year Later, Total Capacity Estimated To Be 43m to 48m 

Interior and Exterior Mirror Capacity

Source: 2016 Annual Report, p. 10Source: 2015 Annual Report, p. 9  (Note: Gentex removed this file)

In addition to gross capex cost miscalculation for the North Riley expansion, Gentex cannot seem to get its 

capacity estimates correct. Notice carefully, it dramatically revised its estimates of capacity expansion lower from 

10 to 15 million interior and exterior mirrors to just 8 to 9 million

Where did all the money go if not for production of mirrors?

http://ir.gentex.com/static-files/b1e6a8f2-b6c2-4c1d-a19d-e5411c4173ea
http://ir.gentex.com/static-files/de8fa901-b4fe-470f-80ce-904285f92d1b
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Incontrovertible Evidence of Capex 
Inflation Direct From Gentex

Source: 2015 Annual Report, p. 12 Filed 2/23/2016

Inaccurate Statements Made In SEC Filings 

Consistently State 250,000 sqft

Internal Gentex Email Stating 350,000 sqft, Chief Legal 

Officer Scott Ryan Copied on Email

“In 2014, the Company began 

construction of a 250,000 square-

foot manufacturing and 

distribution facility located in 

Zeeland, Michigan. The total cost of 

the project is expected to be 

approximately $45 - $50 million and 

will be completed in 2016. The 

building will be operational for 

distribution of products during mid-

2016, and the production phase will 

begin in early 2017. This project will 

be funded from cash and cash 

equivalents on hand.”

Here is proof that Gentex inflates its capex. An internal email dated Feb 2, 2016 explains the size of the North Riley 

facility as 350,000 sqft. Less than 3 weeks later, Gentex continued to state in its SEC filings that the facility is 

250,000 sqft in its 10-K. The square footage is inflated by 40%.

Source: Obtained Michigan FOIA

http://ir.gentex.com/static-files/b1e6a8f2-b6c2-4c1d-a19d-e5411c4173ea
http://www.michigan.gov/deqfoia
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Incontrovertible Evidence of 
Capex Inflation (Cont’d)

Here is the official North Riley Campus Project environmental permit application from March 1, 2016.

Stated prominently in the front of the document on the Executive Summary is the facility size of 350,000 sqft, while 

at the same time, Gentex claims 250,000 sqft in its SEC filings to investors.

Source: Obtained Michigan FOIA

http://www.michigan.gov/deqfoia
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Magna vs. Gentex Expansion

$ mm Gentex Magna

Expansion Location

Zeeland, MI Holland, MI

Cost $60 - $65m $30m

Square Foot 250,000 or 350,000? 90,000

Announced/ 
Years to complete

2014 / Completed 3yrs+ in 2017
2016 / Estimated Completion Q3’2017 

or approximately 1yr

Capacity Expansion Estimated to increase capacity by 23% 
Will triple the size of production of 

electrochromic mirrors

Gentex’s expansion has taken 3 years for a 23% capacity expansion. It has created an elaborate “campus” 

North of Riley Street that looks like a resort.

Magna Mirrors is tripling its capacity adjacent to its facility, and should be completed with 1 year

Source: Magna Nearly Tripling Production, Sept 2016

http://www.mlive.com/business/west-michigan/index.ssf/2016/09/magna_mirrors_nearly_tripling.html
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Astronomical Maintenance / 
Unexplained Capex

Source: GNTX Filings

Capex Completed Cost

3rd Production Facility (1) Q2'2000 $13.0

4th Facility and Technical Center 2006 $38.0

Auto Exterior Mirrors (Expansion) 2008 $6.0

Electronics Manufacturing Q1’2011 $5.0

Electronics Manufacturing (Expansion)
2012

$25.0

Auto Exterior Mirrors (Expansion) 2012 $4.0

Chemistry Lab 2012 $11.5

Expansion to connect facilities 2013 $25.0

Chilled Water Centralization 2013 $11.0

Manufacturing and Distribution (2) Early 2017 $60-$65

Germany: Office and Distribution 2003 $5.0

Germany: Office and Distribution 2016 $6.0

China: Office and Distribution 2006 $0.75

Total Capex -- $212.8

Gentex has reported a cumulative total of $1.1 billion of 

capex (1997 to Q1’17), yet in this time frame has disclosed 

$213m of new an expansionary capex projects. This leaves 

approximately $885m un-accounted for – we assume 

“maintenance capex” – over the stretch of 20 years that’s 

approximately $45m / year (a wildly high number we cannot 

reconcile with our primary research)

1) Never fully disclosed other than the expectation that it cost $13m

2) Assumes midpoint of range

Quote From Former Gentex Accountant: “The cost of maintenance capex isn’t anything astronomical since manufacturing involves  

mostly electronics based equipment (not involving a lot of moving); costs are mostly air filtration, moderating humidity and keeping static 

electricity out of the environment”
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Example: Chemistry Lab

In 2011, Gentex told investors it needed a new 60,000 sqft chemical facility. We think the reason is likely it needed to 

pad its capex. To illustrate, Gentex underestimated the cost of project. The property records list the construction value 

at $7.4m vs. $11.5m reported to investors. Local sources indicate that the production, lab and test equipment cost just 

$1.38m (1) – leaving almost $3m unaccounted for. The lab is big enough for >300 people, yet we can find just 7 people 

listing chemistry as a job function on Linkedin and records show 8 employee parking spots constructed. (2) 

Sources now suggest that Gentex’s new North Riley Campus gives it even more chemical lab space for R&D (3). 

As dimmable mirrors get displaced with cameras, its chemical manufacturing abilities could be worthless.

Source: Zeeland Property Records

2011: 60,000 square-foot chemistry lab expansion at 

the Company’s Zeeland, Michigan campus, which is 

expected to be completed in early 2012 with a total 

estimated cost of approximately $9 million

2012: The Company also in 2012 constructed a 60,000 

square-foot chemistry lab facility in Zeeland, Michigan, 

which was completed as a cost of approximately 

$11.5 million

7 People Listed For “Gentex Chemistry” Linkedin Search, 

Corroborates Record For 8 New Employee Parking Spaces

http://www.mlive.com/business/west-michigan/index.ssf/2012/10/gentex_planning_456_million_in.html
https://www.linkedin.com/search/results/people/?facetCurrentCompany=["17363"]&keywords=gentex chemistry&origin=FACETED_SEARCH&title=chemistry
http://www.gdkconstruction.com/gdk/portfolio-industrial.html
https://accessmygov.com/CD_PropertySearchDetails/PropertyRecordDetails?SearchFocus=Building Department&SearchCategory=Record Number&SearchText=PB110054&uid=313&PageIndex=1&ReferenceKey=70-17-18-100-042&ReferenceType=0&SearchOrigin=0&RecordKeyDisplayString=PB110054&RecordKey=10bc6206-82d8-47b0-9b82-a12700f465f0&RecordKeyType=3
https://www.sec.gov/Archives/edgar/data/355811/000119312512071341/d271124d10k.htm
https://www.sec.gov/Archives/edgar/data/355811/000035581113000003/gntx12312012-10k.htm
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Primary Evidence To Support 
Capex Irregularities

Here is more evidence of poor capital expenditure tracking by Gentex. The email from Gentex’s Environmental Health 

and Safety manager to Michigan DEQ illustrates that the Company has not even tracked equipment related to the 

Chemistry lab in the correct property address. Instead of using the proper 220 Riley St. facility, Gentex says it was 

tracking emission units at the 675 N. State St. facility. 

Source: Obtained Michigan FOIA

http://www.michigan.gov/deqfoia
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Undisclosed Regulatory Violation; Gentex Cites 
Hardship To Produce Capex Documentation

Gentex claims hardship in producing documentation related to 

capital projects.  It’s hard to believe they don’t maintain 

electronic records or spreadsheets to track capital spending. 

This is just more evidence to support our belief that Gentex’s 

capital expenditure programs are poorly managed 

Source: Michigan DEQ

Gentex makes no mention in its SEC Filings of environmental risks to its business, and does not disclose that it has 

received violation letters from state regulators. Gentex’s hardship claims to produce records of capital expenditures 

support our view that its programs are dubious.

http://www.deq.state.mi.us/aps/downloads/SRN/N1888/N1888_VN_20160909.pdf
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More Excuses Making Little Sense

Source: Freedom of Information Request, Michigan Economic Development Corp.

According to Gentex, tracking employees to work locations is an administrative burden because as 

equipment moves so does its employees. In our site visit to Gentex, we did not see substantial movement of 

employees around campus. Gentex does provide limited biking options for employees moving between 

campuses. According to its 2015 Sustainability report, it purchased 20 bicycles and installed six bike racks to 

facilitate employees moving between campuses. (1) However, Gentex reported total employees of 4,757 at 

year end 2015, which puts in context how little resources are needed to facilitate employee movement. 

http://www.michiganbusiness.org/
http://www.gentex.com/Gentex_Sustainability_051215.pdf
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Resource Usage Growing Slower 
Than Mirror Shipments

Zeeland reports the city’s biggest water and electricity users in 2016 vs. 2007 and Gentex is listed amongst the city’s 

largest consumers. From 2007-2016 Gentex reported total unit shipments from 15.2m to 36.2m (+137%). This 

impressive shipment growth was accomplished by increased electricity and water usage of +69% and +112%, 

respectively. Both resources usage increases were lower than the rate of shipments which suggest either 

improvements in operational efficiencies, or overstatement of production shipments. 

Source: City of Zeeland Michigan

Top 10 Electricity Users – 112% increase Top 10 Water Users – 69% Increase 
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Capex Absurdity To An Extreme…..

Source: Ottawa County and 2013 Comprehensive Annual Report

“Poised for development is Gentex Corporation’s 

North Riley Campus in Zeeland Township 

(automotive supplier). All of the internal roads and 

municipal water & sewer lines have been 

constructed within the vacant 140-acre site located 

in the northwest corner of Riley Street and 88th 

Avenue. Gentex will soon start constructing 

the first of four manufacturing/distribution 

centers and a central power plant on the new 

campus. The construction of Gentex’s facilities 

will occur in phases over about a ten-year period. 

At completion, it is anticipated the new 

facilities will comprise about one million 

square feet of manufacturing space. The total 

private investment is expected to be 

approximately $465 million. When the new 

facilities are completed, they will be staffed by an 

estimated 2,928 new Gentex employees.” 

Gentex’s capital expenditure scheme has gone so far that it discussed building a central power plant on 

its campus with Ottawa County, Michigan. Spruce Point can identify very few companies that believe 

they need strategies to deal with energy input – Google Energy being one. (1) 

Notice this was scaled back to the

250,000 sqft North Riley campus at a 

cost of $60-$65m

http://www.co.ottawa.mi.us/
https://www.miottawa.org/Departments/FiscalServices/pdf/Audit/2013CAFR.pdf
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Google_Energy
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Aggressive Cost Capitalization Strategies

Gentex has been evaluating the impact of ASU 2014-09 “Revenue from Contracts with Customers” since 

its announcement in 2014 (1). However, it just recently disclosed in its latest 2016 10-K that its adoption 

could impact the accounting of certain customer contracts under long-term supply agreements. (2) 

Curiously, the Company now admits that certain costs could be affected in addition to revenues.

This new disclosure certainly begs the question: Has Gentex been aggressively capitalizing tooling costs 

as a way to inflate its earnings? Its competitor Magna warns of increasing pressure to absorb these costs 

from OEMs, so the incentives for Gentex to aggressively capitalize these costs appear to be increasing. 

Gentex’s New Disclosure of Accounting Changes Impacting Costs:

“The Company will adopt ASU 2014-09 in the first quarter of 2018 and apply the modified retrospective approach. The 

Company has continued to monitor FASB activity related to the new standard and is currently assessing existing contracts with

customers as a part of determining the potential effect the new standard will have on its consolidated financial statements. The 

Company currently anticipates that the adoption of ASU No. 2014-09 could impact the accounting treatment of certain 

contracts, as well as pre-production engineering, development and tooling costs related to products manufactured for our 

customers under long-term supply agreements.”   2016 10-K p. 24

Magna Discusses Pressures To Absorb Engineering, Design and Tooling Costs: 

“We face ongoing pricing pressure from OEMs, including through: long-term supply agreements with mutually agreed price 

reductions over the life of the agreement; incremental annual price concession demands; pressure to absorb costs related to 

product design, engineering and tooling and other items previously paid for directly by OEMs; pressure to assume or offset 

commodities cost increases.”   Magna 10-K p. 3

Former Gentex Accountant Quote: “Most tooling at Gentex is capitalized because they are well over the capex limit of $5,000.00”

https://www.sec.gov/Archives/edgar/data/355811/000035581115000015/gntx12312014-10k.htm
https://www.sec.gov/Archives/edgar/data/355811/000035581117000013/gntx12312016-10k.htm
https://www.sec.gov/Archives/edgar/data/355811/000035581117000013/gntx12312016-10k.htm
http://www.magna.com/investors/financial-reports-public-filings


Concerns About The Related-Party 
HomeLink Deal
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Gentex’s Only Meaningful M&A Was A 
Related-Party Deal With Irregularities

Sources of Cash

Overstatement of Earnings

Leads To Inflated Balance Sheet and Irregular Uses of Cash

Abnormal Cash Build 
on Balance Sheet

Abnormal Return of 
Capital Strategies

Abnormally 
Low Dividend Relative 

to Free Cash Flow

Abnormal 
M&A Activity

Abnormal and Inflated 
Capex and Inventories

Share Repurchases 
Mostly To Offset 

Dilution

Irrationally Has 
Highest Cash Balance 

Among U.S. 
Auto Supply Peers

Irregular Level I and II 
Investment 

Classification

Eschews M&A Which 
Avoids Opening Books 

To Outside Scrutiny

Only M&A Deal 
HomeLink (Related-

Party) Inflated Balance 
Sheet w/Intangibles

Capex To Insource 
Supply, Obfuscates 

Costs, Product 
Teardown Refutes This

Capex and Inventory 
Benchmarking Shows 
Inflation, Emails Show 
Capex Tracking Errors

Irregular Financial and Accounting Organization, Weak Internal Controls, Entrenched Audit Committee
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Related-Party Acquisitions Can Be 
Major Early Warning Red Flags

Date Company
Distributor / 
Related Party

Note
Spruce Point 

Successful Call

11/21/16 iRobot / IRBT
Sales on 

Demand

IRBT’s largest Japanese distributor -

12.9% of sales in 2016. Occurred when 

Roomba prices started to decline

10/26/15 Valeant / VRX Philidor

Valeant disclosed an option to buy its 

distributor for $100m. This would be the 

trigger for the downfall of Valeant 

7/15/15 Sabre Corp / SABR Abacus

Related party acquisition included 

Abacus distribution agreement with 

other Asian airlines. Margin pressures 

were occurring at Sabre

11/25/14 3D Systems / DDD Robotec

Announced deal to acquire Robotec to 

access Latin America and create 3D

Systems Latin America. 

9/23/13 Gentex / GNTX

Johnson

Controls’ 

HomeLink

11% of HomeLink sales 

were to Gentex in 2013 and ~20% in 

2011 and 2012

May 2011 Caesarstone / CSTE U.S. Quartz

CSTE acquired U.S. Quartz pre-IPO. 

Now its CEO is competing against 

CSTE with Vadara Quartz

Investors would be well cautioned to closely evaluate Gentex’s acquisition of HomeLink, its related-

party module provider. In our experience, companies acquire related-party entities when their business 

is under stress and they need to bolster margin erosion 

http://investor.irobot.com/phoenix.zhtml?c=193096&p=irol-newsArticle&ID=2224862
http://www.marketwatch.com/story/valents-newest-disclosure-the-100-million-option-to-buy-a-company-for-nothing-2015-10-26
https://www.sabre.com/insights/releases/sabre-completes-acquisition-of-abacus-international/
https://www.sec.gov/Archives/edgar/data/910638/000117184314005693/newsrelease.htm
http://ir.gentex.com/news-releases/news-release-details/gentex-completes-acquisition-homelinkr
https://www.sec.gov/Archives/edgar/data/1504379/000119312512065539/d258108df1.htm
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Related-Party Acquisition: HomeLink

Spruce Point has repeatedly warned about related-party acquisitions (iRobot, Caesarstone, Sabre) and their ability 

to allow management ways to manipulate financials. In the case of Gentex, we believe investors should be highly 

skeptical of its expensive related-party purchase of HomeLink from Johnson Controls in 2013. The mundane 

product addition allowed Gentex to bolster gross profit margins by 1% - 1.5%. We believe the deal was necessary to 

forestall margin pressure and keep Gentex’s financials inflated.

We Estimate Gentex Paid 6x Sales And 12x EBIT For HomeLink, A Business That Would Later Grow Low Single Digits. In 

The Process, Gentex Saddled Its Balance Sheet With Nearly $700m of Goodwill and Intangible Assets

• On September 27, 2013, Gentex completed the acquisition of certain assets and liabilities of Johnson Controls, Inc. (JCI) related 

to JCI’s wireless vehicle/home communication HomeLink business. Prior to the acquisition, JCI supplied HomeLink products and 

was a licensor of HomeLink to Gentex, which allowed for incorporation into Gentex’s rearview mirror products, that are installed

in automobiles

• The aggregate purchase price for the Business paid at the closing was approximately $700m

• In connection with the acquisition, Gentex borrowed $275m comprised of $125m under its revolver, and $150m term loan

• The balance was funded with cash on hand and sale of investments

• The HomeLink acquisition was done to secure Gentex’s current customers and product offerings in HomeLink mirrors and to 

enable and expand its capabilities beyond the mirror. HomeLink, a vehicle-based control system that enables drivers to remotely 

activate garage door openers, entry door locks, home lighting, security systems, entry gates, and other radio frequency 

convenience products, has been integrated into Gentex' automatic-dimming rearview mirror products and sold by Gentex in the 

marketplace for over 10 years, where it was previously a licensee of the technology

• Once fully integrated, Gentex expected that its annual revenue would increase in the range of $125 million to $150 million per 

year. It also estimated that its gross profit margin would be positively impacted in the range of 1% - 1.5% on a consolidated basis 

• Gentex further expected that once the integration is completed, its pro forma operating expenses would be in the range of the

company's historical operating expenses as a percent of sales. Based on these estimates and expectations, it forecasted the 

addition of HomeLink to be accretive to profitability and earnings per share, and a growth driver for the business overall
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HomeLink Sales Growth Forecast 
Mismanagement

David Leiker - Robert W. Baird & Co. Incorporated, Research Division

Okay. And then, the one last item here. If we look at HomeLink, can you talk about what the performance of HomeLink has been since you purchased it? The relative growth rate, new 

business wins, any additional color in that regard?

Steven R. Downing

Sure. Like we said when we made the acquisition, we weren't going to provide product-specific financials. But what we have been talking about and communicating is when we made the 

acquisition, we gave that revenue range of $125 million to $150 million. We've been running at the high end of that range over the last few quarters on an annual run rate. And what we would 

say is that the profitability in that information that we provided in post-acquisition and follow-up in the public communication, we've been pretty consistent with that financial performance. And 

so it's been in line, just slightly ahead of the gross profit margin as well

David Leiker - Robert W. Baird & Co. Incorporated, Research Division

And would you think going forward that, that grows at the same pace as the mirror -- as your auto-dimming mirror business?

Steven R. Downing

Yes. In fact, one of the things we talked about is we thought we could get that to a low double-digit growth rate in terms 

Source: Q2’14 Earnings Call

Steven L. Dyer - Craig-Hallum Capital Group LLC, Research Division

It's Steve. Maybe I missed this, but could you detail maybe the contribution from HomeLink in the quarter and how you see that playing out in Q1? And then maybe, maybe anecdotally any 

seasonality you expect to see with that business?

Steven R. Downing

Well, I think we previously talked about what our guidance was for HomeLink going in, $125 million to $150 million a year, and things were consistent with that going forward, so it was about a 

50-50 split of increase in our revenue's growth, being organic growth, and then the HomeLink contribution and we see that playing out in the first quarter as well.

Steven L. Dyer - Craig-Hallum Capital Group LLC, Research Division

Okay, great. And in general, would you expect that business to grow faster than sort of your existing -- the core business, or slower, or any commentary there?

Steven R. Downing

Well I think -- well, like what we've kind of publicly disclosed previously is, our goal is to obviously grow that business at the same rate as our core business. Historically, that's always 

been somewhere in the kind of 8% to 10% range, and we're working very hard to try to find ways to make sure we grow that at near double digits. If you look at yet -- the second question is 

the seasonality part of HomeLink. We don't view HomeLink as having any more seasonality than what our core business does. So I mean, in essence, if you look at our core business, 

HomeLink itself should trend on the same type of path as the mirror business itself. So there shouldn't be any significant differences in the seasonality of HomeLink versus our core business.

Source: Q4’14 Earnings Call

Gentex gave very little color in the following quarters post acquisition about the drivers of HomeLink’s performance. 

When pressed for details from analysts, the Company suggested double digit growth, and then moderated its 

language to 8-10%. The following slide will illustrate, that when finally disclosed in segment reporting, actual growth 

came in at 25% and then plunged to low single digits the following years.

https://seekingalpha.com/article/2341575-gentex-gntx-q2-2014-results-earnings-call-transcript?part=single
https://seekingalpha.com/article/3091246-gentex-gntx-q1-2015-results-earnings-call-transcript
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HomeLink Acquisition 
Financial Irregularities

$ in mm 2011 2012 2013

9m
Ended 

9/30/13
(a)

From 
Deal 

Close to 
12/31/13

(b)

FY 2013
(a+b)

2014 2015 2016

HomeLink Sales $123.3 $143.2 $145.9 $112.3 -- -- -- -- --

Sales to Gentex ($24.3) ($26.7) ($16.3) ($12.8) -- -- -- -- --

Adj. HomeLink Sales $99.0 $116.4 $129.6 $99.5 $36.9 $136.4 $170.7 $174.1 $182.7

% growth -- 17.7% 11.3% -- -- -- 25.2% 2.0% 5.0%

Post-Acquisition Reported By Gentex 

In Segment Notes

a)  HomeLink carve-out financials filed as an 8-K

b)  Gentex 2013 10-K, p. 55 (Note: In the 2015 10-K p. 58, Gentex amended the contribution to $35.8m, which 

supports our concerns of financial control issues)

HomeLink Consolidated 

(Pre-Acquisition)

Only after intense questioning by the SEC did Gentex agree to break-out HomeLink revenues in its segment 

reporting footnotes in its 10-K (1). Gentex did not provide quarterly contributions to its consolidated results from 

HomeLink over the following year post acquisition, and refused to answer questions on its conference calls (2). 

This is contrary to best reporting practices.

How did sales spike 25% only 

to decline to low single digits?

Recall that at deal announcement (July 2013), Gentex said Homelink would add $125 to $150m in revenue. However, in its 

first full year it disclosed $170m, or $20 to $40m more than planned. Gentex has never completely explained what to 

attribute this significant source of upside

Why significantly more than 

$125-$150m guidance?

https://www.sec.gov/Archives/edgar/data/355811/000035581113000062/a993.htm
https://www.sec.gov/Archives/edgar/data/355811/000035581114000007/gntx12312013-10k.htm
https://www.sec.gov/Archives/edgar/data/355811/000035581116000063/gntx12312015-10k.htm
https://www.sec.gov/Archives/edgar/data/355811/000035581115000037/filename1.htm
https://seekingalpha.com/article/2157943-gentex-management-discusses-q1-2014-results-earnings-call-transcript?part=single
http://ir.gentex.com/news-releases/news-release-details/gentex-signs-agreement-acquire-homelinkr
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HomeLink’s “Assets” Inflated 2x?

Property records warn that the transaction was a 

“not a good sale” – the sale price is approximately 

50% of the value marked on the books of Gentex 

as “real property” at $1.06m – records show it as 

an empty storage unit.

Marking up personal 

property? Did Gentex 

determine that machines, 

desks and hardware were 

undervalued?

Source: Holland Property Records

Gentex said the terms of the agreement would include, “HomeLink assets, intellectual property, testing facilities, and the 

talented employees who manage and support the business, for a purchase price of $700 million.” (1) Our property records 

search uncovered just a single empty warehouse acquired marked “Not a Good Sale” according to the city of Holland.

Gentex’s Acquisition Accounting of HomeLink

Source: 2014 10-K, p. 56

https://www.accessmygov.com/SiteSearch/SiteSearchDetails?SearchFocus=All+Records&SearchCategory=Name&SearchText=gentex&uid=116&PageIndex=1&ReferenceKey=70-16-34-300-031&ReferenceType=0&SortBy=&SearchOrigin=0&RecordKeyDisplayString=70-16-34-300-031&RecordKey=1%3d70-16-34-300-031::4%3d70-16-34-300-031::7%3d88c0539c-950b-4d6b-b522-a23d00d95d5a&RecordKeyType=1%3d0::4%3d0::7%3d2
http://ir.gentex.com/news-releases/news-release-details/gentex-signs-agreement-acquire-homelinkr
https://www.sec.gov/Archives/edgar/data/355811/000035581114000007/gntx12312013-10k.htm
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Undisclosed Mexican 
Manufacturing Property

A recent article in Automotive News entitled “A savvy plan for the Trump era, Automation allowed Gentex to 

close global plants” is eye-opening insofar as Gentex reveals it had a Mexican manufacturing facility from 

the HomeLink acquisition. (1) This asset was never properly disclosed in any 10-K Annual Report SEC 

filing under the “Properties” section or in the deal press release. 

The purchase agreement vaguely referenced Mexican Assets (2)

Gentex says it has closed two foreign plants, yet never disclosed any restructuring charge, severance, or 

asset disposal or write-down charges. 

“In recent years, Gentex closed its two foreign plants in low-wage Mexico and China and 

consolidated all production into a single factory complex in western Michigan. The Zeeland 

plant now produces self-dimming mirrors, garage door openers and everything else in the 

Gentex product catalog for global markets.”

“The Mexican plant had aging equipment, and Gentex concluded it would be impossible to 

boost output without hiring more workers. Instead, the company installed new production 

equipment in Zeeland”

1) Auto News, May 29, 2017

2) HomeLink purchase agreement, 7/28/13

http://www.autonews.com/article/20170529/OEM10/170529794/a-savvy-plan-for-the-trump-era
https://www.sec.gov/Archives/edgar/data/355811/000035581113000031/a21a.htm
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The Real HomeLink Killer

According to our research, while Gentex used to have the sole solution for the auto OEMs to integrate a garage 

door opener, that is no longer the case. Magna recently entered the market, and is known for undercutting prices 

to compete with Gentex. Additionally, there are a variety of universal garage door opener applications compatible 

with cell phones on the market and offering other features. (e.g. mygarageopener)

Source: Magna Mirrors

https://www.mygarageopener.com/
http://www.magna.com/capabilities/vision-systems/products-services/interior-mirrors-(prismatic-and-electronics)


Irrational Cash Management and 
Financial Policies
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Gentex Financial Policies Not Consistent 
With A Very Profitable Company

Sources of Cash

Overstatement of Earnings

Leads To Inflated Balance Sheet and Irregular Uses of Cash

Abnormal Cash Build 
on Balance Sheet

Abnormal Return of 
Capital Strategies

Abnormally 
Low Dividend Relative 

to Free Cash Flow

Abnormal 
M&A Activity

Abnormal and Inflated 
Capex and Inventories

Share Repurchases 
Mostly To Offset 

Dilution

Irrationally Has 
Highest Cash Balance 

Among U.S. 
Auto Supply Peers

Irregular Level I and II 
Investment 

Classification

Eschews M&A Which 
Avoids Opening Books 

To Outside Scrutiny

Only M&A Deal 
HomeLink (Related-

Party) Inflated Balance 
Sheet w/Intangibles

Capex To Insource 
Supply, Obfuscates 

Costs, Product 
Teardown Refutes This

Capex and Inventory 
Benchmarking Shows 
Inflation, Emails Show 
Capex Tracking Errors

Irregular Financial and Accounting Organization, Weak Internal Controls, Entrenched Audit Committee
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Irrationally Managed Cash and 
Investments on Gentex’s Balance Sheet

Spruce Point has significant concerns about Gentex’s management of its cash and investment portfolio. There 

appears to be significant unutilized capital on the balance sheet. As an asset that currently yields almost nothing, it 

doesn’t make sense why the Company carries an abnormally high percentage. We find abnormally high cash balances 

and nonsensical capital management strategies with many of the Chinese scams we exposed in the 2010-2012 period.
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Cash as % of Liquid Assets Keeps Growing Cash To Total Assets Vs. Peers

Gentex’s abnormal cash policy can also be seen from a benchmarking analysis. Absent its Japanese peers, which 

notoriously hoard cash and offer low dividend payouts, Gentex has the most cash to assets among auto suppliers. Visteon,  

the only other outlier, is likely carrying a higher cash balance given its history of bankruptcy and need to carry greater 

liquidity. Visteon also has 63% of its cash in foreign markets, and may not be able to efficiently reduce its balance due to tax

considerations. Gentex reports just $7.9m of cash at foreign subsidiaries in its last 10-K. 

https://blogs.wsj.com/economics/2014/01/08/japanese-keep-holding-cash-despite-new-technology/
https://www.wsj.com/articles/SB124350874173262159
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Who Is Gentex’s Treasurer Managing Cash?

Spruce Point is concerned that Gentex does not have a Treasurer. Cash management forms part of treasury’s core 

functions. Best corporate practices also dictate separation of financial duties. In particular, investors should worry 

that Kevin Nash, Gentex’s Chief Accounting Officer who records transactions, is also an authorized check 

signatory. All of Gentex’s automotive supplier peers have named Treasurers, why doesn’t Gentex?

Source: Freedom of Information Request, Michigan Economic Development Corp

Why Doesn’t 

Gentex Have A 

Treasurer 

Sign Checks?

Company Gentex Lear Corp Magna Meritor Autoliv Delphi Visteon

Treasurer: ???? Shari Burgess Paul Brock Carl Anderson Ryan Woolf James Holms Jen Pretzel

Why Does Gentex Bank With PNC In Ashland, Ohio 4 

Hours Away In a State It Has No Operations. PNC Has 

A Branch In Holland, MI Just 4 Miles From Gentex’s 

Offices, Its Relationship Is Managed From PNC Grand 

Rapids, MI Office According To Its Credit Agreement

http://www.michiganbusiness.org/
http://www.bloomberg.com/research/stocks/people/person.asp?personId=2935420&privcapId=30727
http://www.magna.com/investors/corporate-governance/officers
https://www.meritor.com/ourcompany/news/pressreleases/Lists/allnewsitems/DispForm.aspx?ID=1496
https://www.linkedin.com/in/ryan-woolf-060a617/
https://www.linkedin.com/in/james-holms-b602b13b/
https://www.linkedin.com/in/jennifer-pretzel-9a0b174/
https://www.sec.gov/Archives/edgar/data/355811/000119312513389308/0001193125-13-389308-index.htm
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Close Look At Cash And Investments

A close look into Gentex’s investment portfolio shows significant cause for concern. 

For example, notice that Gentex puts Certificate of Deposits (CDs) as a “Level 1” asset. CDs should be Level 2 

assets because they are not actively traded like stocks. For example, Apple classifies its CDs and time deposits as 

Level 2 (Source: 10-Q. p. 9). Google classifies time deposits as Level 2 (Source: 10-Q, p. 12)

Also observe that Gentex classifies short-term mutual funds as Level 2 and long-term mutual funds as Level 1

Mutual Funds are actively traded, with quoted prices, and marked-to-market daily. There should be no reason why 

Gentex is marking mutual funds as Level 2. 

Source: 2016 10-K, p. 43

https://www.sec.gov/Archives/edgar/data/320193/000162828017004790/a10-qq22017412017.htm
https://www.sec.gov/Archives/edgar/data/1652044/000165204417000014/goog10-qq12017.htm
https://www.sec.gov/Archives/edgar/data/355811/000035581117000013/gntx12312016-10k.htm
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Gentex’s Dividend Policy Not As 
Generous As It Appears

Gentex is quick to point out its dividend policy as a shareholder friendly measure. However, the growth rate of the 

dividend has vastly lagged the Company’s diluted EPS and free cash flow growth. Management could either 

significantly boost the dividend or enact a special dividend, yet it has chosen not to. 

Either management is being too conservative with its dividend policy, or its cash and cash flows are 

not as robust as they appear.

Note: Defined as Dividend Per Share / Diluted Earnings Per Share

Source: Gentex financial statements
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Gentex’s Dividend Payout Ratio Has Declined Dividend Growth vs. Diluted EPS Growth
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Gentex’s Share Repurchase Policy 
Not As Friendly As It Appears

Gentex is quick to point out all of its share repurchase programs over the years, and that it has repurchased over 

$750m. However, what Gentex does not tell investors is that it has issued over $500m worth of equity. Therefore, on 

a net basis, Gentex has really only repurchased $250m of stock, a less meaningful amount than advertised.

$0 $0 $0 $10 $10 
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$381 $381 $381 $381 
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Cumulative Repurchase Cumulative Issuance

Date
Size of Share 
Repurchased

Announced (mm)

10/8/02 16.0

5/16/06 16.0

8/14/06 16.0

2/26/08 8.0

10/23/12 8.0

10/21/15 5.0

2/18/16 5.0

10/20/16 7.5

Source: Gentex financial statements

$ mm
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Low Wages: The #1 Employee Complaint 
Among Glassdoor Reviews

Pros: Growing but is slowing down

Cons: Base pay is below market average. Using bonus' and stock to "offset" that but the stock has been worthless for 
years.

"Good but a lot of politics“  (Jan 2017)

Cons: A bit lower salaries that are made up by the stock and bonuses.

“Engineer“  (Oct 2016)

“Engineer“  (Aug 2016)

Cons: The pay is lower than competitors, and talented engineers often leave and make 15-20% more elsewhere 
(although this can potentially be offset by bonuses and stock options)

The single biggest con about working at Gentex from employee review site Glassdoor is its low base 
wages relative to the industry. Why can’t Gentex pay market wages? 

Gentex is highly dependent on motivating and rewarding its employees by propagating its share price. 
Given that technology is fundamentally driving changes in its industry, 

We believe Gentex will be challenged to recruit talent to Zeeland, Michigan  

https://www.glassdoor.com/Reviews/Employee-Review-Gentex-Michigan-RVW13399487.htm
https://www.glassdoor.com/Reviews/Employee-Review-Gentex-Michigan-RVW12445484.htm
https://www.glassdoor.com/Reviews/Gentex-Michigan-Reviews-E1446.htm


Management and Governance Issues
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Gentex Governance Flaws Could 
Perpetuate The Financial Scheme 

Sources of Cash

Overstatement of Earnings

Leads To Inflated Balance Sheet and Irregular Uses of Cash

Abnormal Cash Build 
on Balance Sheet

Abnormal Return of 
Capital Strategies

Abnormally 
Low Dividend Relative 

to Free Cash Flow

Abnormal 
M&A Activity

Abnormal and Inflated 
Capex and Inventories

Share Repurchases 
Mostly To Offset 

Dilution

Irrationally Has 
Highest Cash Balance 

Among U.S. 
Auto Supply Peers

Irregular Level I and II 
Investment 

Classification

Eschews M&A Which 
Avoids Opening Books 

To Outside Scrutiny

Only M&A Deal 
HomeLink (Related-

Party) Inflated Balance 
Sheet w/Intangibles

Capex To Insource 
Supply, Obfuscates 

Costs, Product 
Teardown Refutes This

Capex and Inventory 
Benchmarking Shows 
Inflation, Emails Show 
Capex Tracking Errors

Irregular Financial and Accounting Organization, Weak Internal Controls, Entrenched Audit Committee
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Gentex Management Structure

Executive / Age Biography Spruce Point Concern

CEO:
Fred Bauer / 74

• Chairman / CEO / Co-Founder of Gentex
• Bauer hides from his biography that he and a few 

associates owned 50% of Integrity Design Company 
(IDC), a joint venture with Donnelly Mirrors to 
develop the dimming mirror. IDC was Bauer’s main 
focus until a year before Gentex’s IPO

• 1998 Ernst and Young Master 
Entrepreneur of the Year

• Bauer appears removed from being CEO, he has not been participating in recent 
earnings conference calls (does he not want to be on record?)

• Promotional “feel good” video to make the CEO seem like a good guy, when in 
reality there is strong potential his Company has been covering up years of financial 
misstatement

• Spruce Point has previously warned to be skeptical about E&Y award winners; many 
have often been exposed as frauds (see Ametek, slide 48)

• Bauer should split his Chairman / CEO role, and consider retirement at the age of 75
• He has consistently surrounded himself at the Board with long-time employees and 

associates
• According to sources, Bauer personally signs off on invoices >$5,000, which could 

be an indicator that suggests his desire to conceal ongoing financial misstatements

Chief Accounting 
Officer: 
Kevin Nash / 42

• Joined Gentex in 1999 as a Senior Accountant and 
has held various positions at Gentex with increased 
responsibilities including Accounting Manager, 
Corporate Controller and Director of Accounting. 

• Unusual for a company of Gentex’s size to have the Chief Accounting Officer as a 
named executive

• Appointed upon abrupt departure of previous CFO Steve Dykman in 2013
• Nash frequently speaks on conference calls, which is also unusual
• No substantive experience outside of Gentex
• Does not have a CPA, instead his bio promotes the CMA “certification”
• In addition to having control of accounting, Nash also has check signing abilities

SVP/CFO:
Steve Downing / 39

• According to his biography, he joined in 2002 as a 
financial analyst after working for an undisclosed 
“private company executing activity-based cost, 
price modeling and control for financial 
statements” 

• Before being appointed CFO, he was Director of 
Commercial Management and oversaw cost 
accounting, forecasting, strategic partnerships and 
new business. 

• Relatively young to be CFO of a Company of Gentex’s size
• Limited substantive experience outside of Gentex
• Was promoted to SVP with added responsibility of business development and 

sales, an unusual combination that shows he is not spending all his time on 
financial management

• Does not have an MBA or an advanced degree/certification

Spruce Point is concerned that Gentex’s financial and accounting leadership is inexperienced, lacking advanced 

qualifications, and may not be willing to question the authority of its aging founder. 

http://ir.gentex.com/management/fred-bauer
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=7cluGfdRjYw
Press Releaseshttp:/www.sprucepointcap.com/ametek-inc/
http://ir.gentex.com/kevin-nash
http://ir.gentex.com/management/steve-downing
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Why Repeated Special Bonuses To 
The Chief Accounting Officer?

2015 2016

In addition to the Performance-Based Bonus Plan payments, the 
Compensation Committee approved bonuses for personal goal achievement 

for Mr. Nash and Mr. Matthews on February 22, 2016 of $15,000 and 
$17,500, respectively.

In addition to the above Performance Plan payments, the Board of 
Directors approved a bonus for personal goal achievement for Mr. Nash 

on February 16, 2017, of $20,000.

Executive 2013 2014 2015 2016

CEO:
Fred Bauer / 74

+4% +3% +4% +4.5%

Chief Accounting Officer: 
Kevin Nash / 42

+16% +15% +15%

CFO/SVP of Sales and Biz Dev:
Steve Downing / 39

+45% +25% +50% +20%

VP Purchasing:
Joe Matthews / 48

-- -- +14% +7%

Assistant General Counsel: 
Scott Ryan / 36

-- -- -- +10%

SVP: Mark Newton  / 58 +20% +25% -- --

VP of Operations: 
Paul Flynn / 52

+11% -- -- --

Special Bonuses Given Two Years In A Row To The Chief Accounting Officer Look Suspicious

Base Salary Increases Among Named Executives The Highest For the CFO and Chief Accounting Officer

Gentex’s management team is relatively young, and works alongside the founder who is significantly older. The Chief 

Accounting Officer, who is not a CPA but rather a CMA, has been with Gentex since 1999. It’s unusual that the Chief 

Accounting Officer also be a named executive, particularly for a company of Gentex’s size. We also observe that his 

base pay is rising faster than the other executives, and he was granted two unusual special bonuses recently

Source: Gentex Proxy Statements
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Flawed Board Structure 

Director Age
Director 

Since
Audit 

Committee
Note

Fred Bauer 74 1981
Founder holds the combined Chairman and CEO role allowing tight grip on the 
Company, and appears to have stacked the Board with close allies and former 

business associates

Leslie Brown 63 2016 Local businesswoman from Holland, MI and owner of Metal Flow Corp

Gary Goode 71 2003 X

He was previously employed at Arthur Andersen LLP ("Andersen") for 29 
years, including 11 years as the managing partner of its West Michigan 

practice, until his retirement in 2001. 
He has been on the audit committee since 2003

Pete Hoekstra 63 2013 Political appointee. Limited/No automotive industry experience

James Hollars 72 2014
Former insider listed as “independent” - Hollars was the Senior Vice President 

- Sales of the Company from 1999 to 2009 

John Mulder 80 1992
Former insider listed as “independent” – Held a variety of positions from VP of 

Marketing to Customer Relations

Richard Schaum 70 2011 X
Newest member of the audit committee replaced Arlyn Lanting (director since 

1981) and Wallace Tsuha (director since 2003)

Fred Sotok 82 2000 X
Mr. Sotok's son had an indirect interest in a former vendor of the Company. 

He has been on the audit committee since 2001

James Wallace 74 2007 Lead Independent Director

Spruce Point has serious concerns about the structure of Gentex’s Board and its ability to detect potential financial 

misstatement. The CEO holds the combined Chairman role and has stacked the Board with allies and former insiders. The Audit 

Committee Chairman, Gary Goode, was formerly the head of Arthur Andersen’s Grand Rapids, MI office. Arthur Andersen 

(Enron’s auditor) used to also audit Gentex, but was dismissed in March 1999 (1). He is joined on the committee by Fred Sotok, 

an 82 year old former executive who has been on the audit committee since 2001. 

Spruce Point believes Gentex should impose: 1) A split of CEO and Chairman roles,  2) Mandatory retirement for Board members 

above the age of 75, and 3) Require rotation of committee members at least every 3 years. 

These practices would provide shareholders better protection against the potential for financial misstatement and fraud. 

Source: Gentex Proxy Statements

http://www.prnewswire.com/news-releases/gary-goode-appointed-to-gentex-board-of-directors-74685602.html
https://www.sec.gov/Archives/edgar/data/355811/0000950124-99-001916.txt
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Heavy CEO Insider Sales 
Below Current Share Price

Date Sales Price Shares Sold Proceeds Source

8/18/16 $18.00 216,000 $3,888,000 Source

8/19/16 $18.04 434,961 $7,846,696 Source

8/22/16 $18.03 45,039 $812,053 Source

6/7/16 $16.45 276,700 $4,551,715 Source

6/8/16 $16.42 75,000 $1,231,500 Source

11/10/15 $16.43 762,000 $12,519,660 Source

10/31/14 $32.80 421,500 $13,826,043 Source

11/03/14 $32.81 62,500 $2,050,625 Source

11/04/14 $32.59 50,000 $1,629,500 Source

5/8/13 $24.52 418,632 $10,264,857 Source

12/10/10 $28.86 200,000 $5,772,000 Source

12/13/10 $29.05 200,000 $5,810,000 Source

The CEO’s pace of insider sales have increased in recent years, and occurred at prices well below 

the current trading range of Gentex’s share price. 

Note: not adjusted for 2:1 stock split effective 12/31/14

https://www.sec.gov/Archives/edgar/data/355811/000156218016003033/xslF345X03/primarydocument.xml
https://www.sec.gov/Archives/edgar/data/355811/000156218016003033/xslF345X03/primarydocument.xml
https://www.sec.gov/Archives/edgar/data/355811/000156218016003033/xslF345X03/primarydocument.xml
https://www.sec.gov/Archives/edgar/data/355811/000156218016002565/xslF345X03/primarydocument.xml
https://www.sec.gov/Archives/edgar/data/355811/000156218016002565/xslF345X03/primarydocument.xml
https://www.sec.gov/Archives/edgar/data/355811/000120919115079491/xslF345X03/doc4.xml
https://www.sec.gov/Archives/edgar/data/355811/000120919114066212/xslF345X03/doc4.xml
https://www.sec.gov/Archives/edgar/data/355811/000120919114066212/xslF345X03/doc4.xml
https://www.sec.gov/Archives/edgar/data/355811/000120919114066212/xslF345X03/doc4.xml
https://www.sec.gov/Archives/edgar/data/355811/000120919113025556/xslF345X03/doc4.xml
https://www.sec.gov/Archives/edgar/data/355811/000120919110060175/xslF345X03/doc4.xml
https://www.sec.gov/Archives/edgar/data/355811/000120919110060175/xslF345X03/doc4.xml
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Insider Ownership In Perpetual Decline
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Like many of our prior successful short sale campaigns, we find that directional changes of total insider ownership are 

a reliable indicator to identify financials schemes. In the case of Gentex, we find that insiders have been consistent 

sellers of stock over time. Post its IPO in 1981, insiders owned 57.2% and today that ownership is just 2.5%.

Source: Gentex Proxy Statements
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Insiders Take Little Stock As Compensation

Named Executive 2014 2015 2016

CEO / Chairman 63.3% 43.1% 41.5%

CFO 19.3% 24.4% 19.6%

Chief Accounting Officer 46.3% 18.8% 15.8%

General Counsel --- 11.8% 9.4%

VP of Purchasing 42.5% 7.1% 16.8%

All Executives 52.7% 29.2% 27.6%

Insiders take a relatively low % of their total compensation in stock, and the percentage of total stock 

compensation has been declining in the past few years

Note: Includes Stock and Option Award Values As A % of Total Compensation

Source: Proxy Statement, p. 28

Declining % of Stock

https://www.sec.gov/Archives/edgar/data/355811/000035581115000018/gentexproxystatement2015.htm
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Abnormally Low Audit Fees

Gentex’s audit fees are extremely off-market and the lowest in the automotive supplier space in an absolute and 

relative sense. Gentex reports over $1.6 billion of revenues, yet paid just $462k in audit fees. Either they are just 

extremely good at negotiating fees, or investors should question if a full and complete audit is truly being 

conducted. Furthermore, investors should take notice that Gentex recently included an “Audit-Related” fee for the 

first time for unspecified “accounting matters with the annual audit”

Note: Gentex described audit-related fee as “principally consist of consultations 

concerning accounting matters associated with the annual audit”

Source: Gentex Proxy Statements
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2014 2015 2016

Audit Fee $342,700 $380.000 $420,000

Audit-Related -- -- 42,000

Tax Fees 15,200 8,000 --

All Other -- -- --

Total Fees $357,900 $388,000 $462,000

Sales ($mm) $1,375 $1,543 $1,678

Total Fee % 
of Sales

2.5 bps 2.5 bps 2.5 bps

Total Audit Fees as % of Total Revenues

In The Auto Supply Sector

Average



Getting to the Bottom of 
Management Product Claims
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Product Tear Down

Spruce Point commissioned IHS to conduct a product tear-down of a Gentex Mirror (GENK33453) which included 

the dimming feature, high definition display, compass and HomeLink.

Our main research object was to estimate the level of proprietary features in the product and the difficulty level  

competitors would have to replicate the product. 

Source: Spruce Point Commissioned IHS Market Teardown
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In Our Opinion, Gentex’s Claims of Proprietary 
Nature of Its Mirrors Is Misleading

The teardown indicated that the overwhelming majority of components from a cost perspective are sourced from 

3rd parties.  This suggests that to offset the annual 2-3% OEM price reductions for this product, Gentex has to 

continuously pressure suppliers for reductions, a factor that is mostly out of their control. The significant costs 

associated with display doesn’t likely bode well for margins as Gentex tries to grow its Full Display Mirror.   

Cost Component Provider Cost % of Total

Display Module Kyocera Corp (Korea) 37%

Glass Assembly
Gentex / Benteler Maschinenbau 

(Germany/Raw Glass Only)
11%

High Intensity White LED Display Backlight Unknown 3rd Party 7%

Double Swivel Mounting Assembly Gentex 7%

6 layer PCB Redacted 3rd Party 4%

LCD Controller Redacted 3rd Party 2%

Field Sensing Inductor Unknown 3rd Party 2%

MCU Redacted 3rd Party 2%

MCU – Homelink Redacted 3rd Party 2%

2 layer PCB Redacted 3rd Party 1%

Total 3rd Party Components 65%

Total  100%

Source:  Spruce Point commissioned IHS Market teardown.  The views expressed about the proprietary nature of the product belong to Spruce Point 
Capital Management, LLC and are not necessarily shared by IHS Markit.  All glass assembly costs are excluded from 3rd party component total, despite 
the 3rd party sourcing of raw floating glass.

Redacted at 
the Request 

of IHS.  
Teardown is 
available for 

purchase 
from HIS.

Top Ten Cost Components for GENK 33453



Industry Headwinds and Signs of 
Current Impact To Gentex
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Gentex Challenged At Every Turn
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Gentex Risk Framework

Today Near Term (< 1 Year) Intermediate (1-5 Years) Long-Term (5 Years +)

Spruce Point believes that Gentex faces challenges that will dent near term projections and terminal valuation alike.   
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Pressure At SmartBeam

SmartBeam, estimated to produce $155-$165m of annual sales (10% of total revenue), was once a big growth 

driver for Gentex.  Now it growth will be flat/down and Gentex under pressure to replace its former darling.

SVP Mark Newton (Q4’14) “SmartBeam; our second largest advanced electronic application is SmartBeam, and 
in 2015 it will continue to be, growing at a faster rate than our overall corporate average.” 

SVP Mark Newton (Q1’15) “And for us, SmartBeam, we have identified publicly quite a bit lately that it is one of 
our primary growth drivers for the business now and going forward in the future. For us, the SmartBeam ADAS 
represents 10% of our business.” 

Mark Newton, SVP, resigned from Company and Board on 7/22/15

CFO on SmartBeam (Q4’15) : “On the SmartBeam side what we've continued to see is, there has been quite a 
few new launches on that front, and we don't see anything materially changing with our SmartBeam business 
in 2016 versus what we've seen over the last several years

CFO on SmartBeam (Q1’17): “In other words, as forward driver assist systems take off and start to become 
higher volume it does create a bit of a headwind for the business and we're looking for new ways to try to 
offset those losses in those lower segments or in those emerging markets.”

Analyst Hoselton: So net-net, SmartBeam revenue is probably going to be flat to down in some amount is that 
a fair statement?

CFO Response: “Yes I would say over the next year that's probably an accurate trend.”

https://seekingalpha.com/article/2860656-gentexs-gntx-q4-2014-results-earnings-call-transcript?part=single
https://seekingalpha.com/article/3091246-gentex-gntx-q1-2015-results-earnings-call-transcript?part=single
http://ir.gentex.com/news-releases/news-release-details/gentex-announces-management-appointments-and-changes
https://seekingalpha.com/article/3844136-gentex-gntx-q4-2015-results-earnings-call-transcript?part=single
https://seekingalpha.com/article/4064204-gentexs-gntx-q1-2017-results-earnings-call-transcript?part=single
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Don’t Expect Full Display Mirror
To Offset SmartBeam Loss

Some bulls believe Gentex’s Full Display Mirror (FDM) to be a material driver to future earnings, but so far it has 
failed to deliver any material contribution, and management is stringing a long-tail ramp. We believe Panasonic’s 

acquisition of Ficosa will be a major strategic headwind for FDM and expect the price Gentex charges of $200 could 
be cut in half based on our conversation with an industry expert. 

• The Gentex full display mirror is a rear vision system that uses accustomed externally mounted video camera and a mirror integrated 

video display to optimize a vehicles rearward view. 

• This new Gentex rear vision system consists of a hybrid full display mirror and accustomed Gentex designed camera engineered 

specifically for automotive vision. The mirror offers bi-modal functionality. In mirror mode, the product functions as a standard electrical 

rear-view mirror.

• According to Gentex, the full display mirror began production in the fourth quarter of 2015.

• Management has not offered regular updates about how many mirrors have shipped other than at launch

CFO Downing Q4’15:  “So, really in 2015 we really shipped I think like 150, maybe 200 mirrors – full display mirrors at the end of 2015. And 

that product really just starts ramping this year. It's not going to be material to the business in 2016 or really even in 2017 for that matter. So 

it's really that you're talking about two to three vehicles in the 2016-2017 timing that are going to be executing full display mirror. That's 

really an 2018 and beyond growth story for the company.”

And later, management would push out the timeline even further:

CFO Downing Q2’16: “And what we said is kind of in that 2019 time period or 2020, if we weren't doing 0.5 million units or so of this 

product we'd probably be disappointed with that performance.”

• Even assuming Gentex hits its far off target of 500,000 units and gets a $200 ASP at a 40% margin, it’s an incremental $100m of 

revenues and $40m of gross margin

• We don’t believe that Full Camera Display will ramp fast enough to alleviate the headwinds caused by SmartBeam and its eventual 

displacement and we expect competition to vastly cut prices. For example, we believe Panasonic and Ficosa will drive significant price 

deflation in this product

1) CFO Q3’14: Margins would be in-line with corporate profile

2) 3/21/17: Panasonic acquires additional shares in Ficosa to speed technology synergies

https://seekingalpha.com/article/3844136-gentex-gntx-q4-2015-results-earnings-call-transcript?part=single
https://seekingalpha.com/article/3990757-gentexs-gntx-q2-2016-results-earnings-call-transcript?part=single
https://seekingalpha.com/article/2585125-gentex-gntx-q3-2014-results-earnings-call-transcript?part=single
http://news.panasonic.com/global/press/data/2017/03/en170321-6/en170321-6.html
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The Unanticipated Fallout From FDM

Some bulls believe Gentex’s Full Display Mirror (FDM) to be a material driver to future earnings, but so far it has 
failed to deliver any material contribution.  We believe the FDM is the first step in a long path towards auto-dimming 

mirror obsolescence and reduced Gentex margins.

Gentex’s has historically been the only high quality supplier of auto-dimmable mirrors available to OEMs.  This 

fact alongside of a steady product release cycle, that included some proprietary IP, has allowed Gentex to 

charge premium pricing and command premium margins.

Conceptually the Full Display Mirror (FDM) is a camera/display system packed inside of a rearview mirror that 

can double as a traditional mirror for failsafe purposes.  Given the primary function of the device is a digital 

display, the relevance of auto-dimming is de minimis 

The limited relevance of the auto-dimming feature invites new competition in the FDM space from two groups 

of competitors

 Automobile display suppliers who are willing to attempt to build standard mirrors

 Standard non dimming mirror companies sourcing displays from third parties

Our field work indicates that Ficosa (Panasonic) is presently in the market with their own version of the FDM 

at a 50% discount to the Gentex FDM.

Given that Gentex sources screens from 3rd parties, their ability to compete on price and drive margins will 

likely be limited
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Recent Warnings From Gentex’s Q1’17

Issue What Gentex Says Spruce Point Issue Our Interpretation

Move to 
Accelerate 

Debt 
Paydown

CFO Quote (Q1’17): “Yes exactly, and the reason why primarily it’s a 
variable rate debt today obviously there are speculation or what those 
rates are going to look like. We feel like we are in a better position to 
go ahead and pay that down and then if an acquisition presents itself, 
obviously we can always kind of reschedule or re-up a new borrowing to 
cover that new target.” 

Gentex currently has in place an interest 
rate swap of $150m to convert its variable 

rate debt to fixed payments protect it against 
rate increases, so its explanation is a 

diversion from reality

Gentex wants to pay down debt fast
while it still has cash flow available 
before its business worsens and its 

stuck with a large debt load

Tax 
Provision 
lowering 
effective
tax rate

Q1’17 (10-Q): The decrease in the effective tax rate for the three 
months ended March 31, 2017 compared to the same period of 2016 is 
primarily due to favorable discrete items that impacted the Company's 
tax provision in the amount of $5.6 million, of which $3.8 million was 
related to a change in tax method and $1.8 million was related to the 
adoption of ASU 2016-09 during the most recently completed quarter…”

Earnings quality is lower when companies 
start making vague changes to tax methods

This is the first time we’ve seen
Gentex play with its effective tax rate 

in order to manage its EPS higher. 
This further supports our view that 

problems lurk on the horizon

ASU 2014-19 
Revenue 
Adoption

Q1’17 (10-Q): The Company will adopt ASU 2014-09 in the first quarter 
of 2018 and apply the modified retrospective approach...The Company 
currently anticipates that the adoption of ASU No. 2014-09 could 
impact the accounting treatment of certain contracts, as well as pre-
production engineering, development and tooling costs related to 
products manufactured for our customers under long-term supply 
agreements.” 

Gentex has been evaluating ASU 2014-19 for 
three years and is now disclosing it may have 

an impact on costs. The accounting 
implementation relates to revenue 

recognition

Gentex appears to be capitalizing or 
deferring costs to inflate its earnings. 
Investors should not be surprised if 

Gentex makes a restatement or 
earnings charge

Freight Costs 
In SG&A

Q4’16 Press Release (Jan 2017): “Operating expenses during the 
quarter were higher than anticipated primarily due to premium freight 
charges and travel costs associated with the aforementioned raw 
material shortages, as well as foreign office expenses which were 
impacted by unfavorable exchange rates.”

Q4’16 Conf Call (Nash): Admits that premium 
freight costs to secure raw materials were 

included in SG&A

This accounting maneuver bolsters
our concern about gross margin 

overstatement. We believe costs of 
securing raw materials should clearly 

increase COGS, not SG&A

Recent signs pointing to future earnings contraction and accounting issues have emerged. In Q1’17 Gentex said it expects sales 

for Q2 and Q3 to be at the low end of the range of its annual guidance, but that Q4 will return to the high. Based on clues left by 

management, we think investors should brace for disappointment.

https://seekingalpha.com/article/4064204-gentexs-gntx-q1-2017-results-earnings-call-transcript?part=single
https://www.sec.gov/Archives/edgar/data/355811/000035581117000030/gntx03312017-10q.htm
https://www.sec.gov/Archives/edgar/data/355811/000035581117000030/gntx03312017-10q.htm
http://ir.gentex.com/news-releases/news-release-details/gentex-reports-fourth-quarter-and-year-end-2016-financial
https://seekingalpha.com/article/4040245-gentexs-gntx-management-q4-2016-results-earnings-call-transcript?part=single
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Gentex Is Quietly Expanding And 
Acknowledging More Competition

Annual Report Notes on Competition

2016 

The Company is the leading manufacturer of electrochromic automatic-dimming rearview mirrors in the world, and is 
the dominant supplier to the automotive industry. Competitors for automotive rearview mirrors include Magna 

International, YH America, Inc., BYD Auto Company, Murakami Kaimeido Company, Steelmate, Tokai Rika Company, 
Ningbo Kingband, Peak Power Automotive, and Beijing Sincode. The Company also supplies electrochromic 

automatic-dimming rearview mirrors to certain of these rearview mirror competitors

2015

The Company is the leading manufacturer of electrochromic automatic-dimming rearview mirrors in the world, and is 
the dominant supplier to the automotive industry. Competitors for automotive rearview mirrors include Magna 

International, YH America, Inc., BYD Auto Company, Murakami Kaimeido Company, Steelmate, Tokai Rika Company, 
Ningbo Kingband, and Beijing Sincode. The Company also supplies electrochromic automatic-dimming rearview 

mirrors to certain of these rearview mirror competitors.

2014

The Company is the leading manufacturer of electrochromic automatic-dimming rearview mirrors in the world, and is 
the dominant supplier to the automotive industry. Competitors for automotive rearview mirrors include Magna 

International, Samvardhana Motherson Reflective, Murakami Kaimeido Company, Ichikoh Industries, Tokai Rika 
Company, and Grupo Ficosa International. The Company also supplies electrochromic automatic-dimming rearview 

mirrors to certain of these rearview mirror competitors.

Prior To 2013

While the Company believes it will retain a dominant position in auto-dimming rearview mirrors for some time, one 
other U.S. manufacturer (Magna Mirrors) is competing for sales to domestic and foreign vehicle manufacturers and is 

supplying a number of domestic and foreign vehicle models with its hybrid or solid polymer matrix versions of 
electrochromic mirrors. In addition, two Japanese manufacturers are currently supplying a few vehicle models in 

Japan with solid-state electrochromic mirrors. There are a small number of Chinese domestic mirror suppliers that 
are marketing and selling auto-dimming rearview mirrors, in low volume, within the domestic China automotive 

market. However, the Company believes that these Chinese domestic mirror suppliers do not currently meet global 
automotive grade specifications.

For years, Gentex only acknowledged that Magna was a main competitor, 

with a few other “unnamed” Asian competitors of lower threat. 

We observe that most recently, Gentex is now expanding its list of competitors disclosed in its 10-K. 

https://www.sec.gov/Archives/edgar/data/355811/000035581117000013/gntx12312016-10k.htm
https://www.sec.gov/Archives/edgar/data/355811/000035581116000063/gntx12312015-10k.htm
https://www.sec.gov/Archives/edgar/data/355811/000035581115000015/gntx12312014-10k.htm
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Gentex Faces An Uphill Battle in China

Gentex frequently cites mirror and HomeLink opportunities in China, but has produced limited results to date.  
Spruce Point believes that both of these opportunities are limited given regulation, perceived commitment to the 

market, low cost substitutes and the nature of parking in China.

The Myth That HomeLink Will Succeed In China:

• There are not many home garages in China, let alone homes. The average dwelling size is 646 sqft  (2)

• Parking is fragmented with each housing compound having its own proprietary system and guards

• Entry almost always requires waiting for the guard’s assistance 

1) Auto News, May 29, 2017

2) Source

• Gentex closed its assembly plant in China without an SEC disclosure (1)

• Chinese government requires that domestically made autos must include 

at least 75% locally made content OEMs are likely to require the mirror 

to be installed in China to meet localization standards

• Existing competitors (Magna, Murakami, Ichikoh, etc.) have large 

manufacturing presence and sales forces talking to Chinese OEMs

• The market is also flush with aftermarket solutions (photo to left) from 

Wand Jiarui (Wonder Auto) and Tencent that are being promoted by 

garages and sell for approximately 200 RMB (~$30.00) 

Rearview Mirror Available In China for ~$30.00

SVP Newton (Q1’14): “We continue to have increasing success in our applications in China as another area for us in this.”

CFO Downing (Q3’14):  “So if you look at the potential for HomeLink in China, plus HomeLink in some expanding markets, that's probably a year or 

more out. And so for us, it's one of the growth opportunities that we can see on the horizon for the next several years in terms of our product roadmap.”

CFO Downing (Q1’15): “One of the things we've been working on is introducing HomeLink in the China market, and that includes getting compatibility

in place with the garage door industry and the active control industry in China. And over the next several years, we believe there's a lot of opportunity 

for HomeLink penetration to grow in the China market.”

http://www.autonews.com/article/20170529/OEM10/170529794/a-savvy-plan-for-the-trump-era
http://shrinkthatfootprint.com/how-big-is-a-house
https://seekingalpha.com/article/2157943-gentex-management-discusses-q1-2014-results-earnings-call-transcript?part=single
https://seekingalpha.com/article/2585125-gentex-gntx-q3-2014-results-earnings-call-transcript?part=single
https://seekingalpha.com/article/3091246-gentex-gntx-q1-2015-results-earnings-call-transcript?part=single
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Looming Auto Slowdown Creates 
Headwinds On The Horizon

• As a primer to this section of our report we would encourage our readers to view the following blogs and 
sell side research reports:

 Daniel Ruiz’s excellent blog “Blinders off Blog” / Twitter account (blog, twitter)
 BAML Auto Team’s “Are we there yet?.. Yes, and heading into the summer of our discontent” 
 Morgan Stanley Auto Team’s “Auto industry may soon face an unprecedented buyers strike” (CNBC)

• The production and sales pricing of new automobiles globally is a function of interconnected factors 
including auto credit, buyer incentives, dealer motivations, used car values, trade cycles and the health of 
the rental car market.  Most of these factors are derivatives of used car prices.  

• These factors tend to feed off one another in a vicious cycle.  As a result, the US auto sales cycle has been 
very volatile historically and routinely experiences peak to trough gain/losses of 20-45%.  

Q: “…How would you recommend that we think about what would guide towards the low-end of 
that range and toward the high-end of that range?” – Analyst, Matt Stover SIG

A:  “I think the bigger – the single biggest issue that will affect that is overall production levels, 
but also the macroeconomic environment. So one of the things we talk about, not only in the 
number of vehicles that are produced, but what segment of vehicles are produced and then 
beyond that what price point are those vehicles selling at. So, one of the early indicators of a 
recession for us that we look for is what is the average content, what is the average sell price of 
the car itself.” (our emphasis)  Steve Downing Q4 16 Earnings Call

http://blindersoffllc.blogspot.com/2017/06/a-train-wreck-of-inventory.html
https://twitter.com/druizg80?lang=en
http://www.cnbc.com/2017/06/08/auto-industry-may-face-an-unprecedented-buyers-strike-morgan-stanley.html
https://seekingalpha.com/article/4040245-gentexs-gntx-management-q4-2016-results-earnings-call-transcript?part=single
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Looming Auto Slowdown Creates 
Headwinds On The Horizon (Cont’d)

 The financial crisis provided the perfect set of conditions for the largest trough to peak sales gains (+68%) since 
the 1970s.  High used car prices enhanced owner’s equity, resulting in a shortened trade cycle, that increased 
new car sales velocity.  Strong used car pricing also raised lease residual values.  High residual values reduced 
the amount required in lease payments by the lessee allowing for the lease of higher priced cars on the same 
budget (mix).  Interest rates were also at record lows and captive finance arms were flush with capacity.

 Several of the underlying factors that supported the record number of auto sales (and prices) had reached 
extreme levels by 2016 and have since begun to reverse course. There are now early signs and warnings that 
US sales could fall precipitously over the next four years.  

 Gentex’s revenue growth has historically been a function of vehicle production levels, product introductions 
and take rates.  The Company in recent years has provided guidance as a spread (typically +5-10%) over IHS 
light vehicle estimates.

 BAML predicts that the coming trough in US sales and production will be around 13 million (-25% drawdown 
from 2016) in 2021.  They estimate that the OEMs will be about break even at this production level and that 
suppliers’ earnings will be cut by 40%

 Gentex’s earnings in the intermediate term are poised to be significantly challenged by headwinds in 
automotive production, mix, and price at the same time that they are likely to face additional margin 
compression from new competitors and product substitutes (see page 90: Better Alternatives to the Mirror 
as a Car Technology Platform)
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The Volatile Nature of the US Automotive 
Sales / Production Cycle

Source: WardsAuto InfoBank, BofA Merrill Lynch Global Research estimates

The financial crisis represented the largest drawdown in auto sales during the modern era and set the table 
for an unprecedented boom.  However, the pendulum appears to have swung to far and sewn the seeds for 

another meaningful correction.   
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Used Car Prices Are The Key Driver of 
Future Auto Sales

Key Factor
Influencing 

Factors
Time Period 
Relevance 

Current 
State

Trend Comment

U
se

d
C

ar 
P

rice
s

Off Lease Supply Prior Car Sales T-3 Neutral Off lease volumes are set to explode

Vehicle Functionality
Advancement in 

Auto features
T-3 Neutral

Increased safety features in new vehicles will 
make used less attractive in coming years

Lease
 P

aym
en

ts

Sticker Price
Used Car Values
Inventory Levels

New Car Demand
T High

Influenced by overall environment for 
purchases.  If demand falls, net prices will 

quickly follow 

Residual Value Used Car Prices T-1 Neutral Residual Values lag Used Car Prices

Interest Rates Fed Funds Rate T Positive
The expectation is that rates will continue to 

move up

V
eh

icle Tran
sactio

n
s

Lease Payments
Sticker Price

Residual Value
Interest Rate

T Positive
Car affordability was extremely high during 

the past seven years

Equity in Current 
Vehicle

Purchase Price
Used Car Prices

T-3 Neutral
Used Car Equity is set to go negative and 

expected to continue to slide

Rental Car Market
Neg correlated to 

Used Prices
T-3 Neutral

Rental car companies will face significant 
challenges, as they did in ‘09, if used car 

prices continue to roll over

Auto Credit
Quality of 
Loan Book

T-3 Neutral
Captive creditors are at capacity and 

concerned about losses based on overly 
optimistic assumptions of residual values

Used car prices impact residual values, buyer equity, trade cycles, credit availability and affordability   

−−

−

−−

−

−

−−

−−

−

−−

Source: Spruce Point Analysis
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Mapping Out The Impending Auto Sales, 
Price And Mix Declines

Used vehicle pricing continues to decline as supply in 
the used car space accelerates.

As supply continues to increase materially, used car 
prices will move down meaningfully.  SUVs and Light 
Trucks won’t be spared from this decline.

Increase Off Lease Volume          Increase Used Cars Supply           Decrease in Used Pricing         Reduced Trade-
In Values & Increased Monthly Payments            Reduce Affordability             Reduction in New Car Sales

Off Lease Volume Drives Used Car Prices Lower

Consumers will potentially be surprised to find that they 
have small or negative equity in their existing vehicle.

This will result in a longer trade cycle and either higher 
monthly payments going forward, a shift down into 
lower trim models or opting to purchase a used car 
instead of new 

Reduced Trade-In Value Results in Trading Down

Used Car prices as a percentage of New Car prices have 
been near historic highs (48% according to Manheim) 
and are starting to revert

A reduction in the spread to more normalized levels 
would further increase the demand for used cars, 
barring further OEM new car concessions

Used Cars Become an Attractive Substitute

Captive lenders reduce capacity going forward, given 
existing exposure on their books to residual values, and 
at the same time interest rates will tick up. 

Tighter credit conditions will result in buyers looking at 
less expensive trims or used cars

Credit Access and Terms Will Tighten

Source: BofA Merrill Lynch Global Research, Spruce Point
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Lease Growth Has Been a Material Driver of 
Sales, But Is Beginning To Reverse Course

Source: Federal Reserve, BofA Merrill Lynch

Source: Edmunds

Net Percentage of Domestic Banks Tightening Standards for Auto Loans

Brands with Highest Level of Lease Penetration GrowthBrands with Highest Level of Lease Penetration in 2016

Source: Edmunds

Brand ‘16 Penetration

Infiniti 63%

BMW 58%

Lexus 55%

Audi 52%

Volkswagen 51%

Mercedes-Benz 50%

Jaguar 48%

Land Rover 48%

Brand 2011 2016 Growth %

Fiat 5% 26% 463%

Smart 10% 45% 339%

RAM 5% 20% 275%

Land Rover 21% 48% 129%

GMC 12% 28% 124%

Mazda 15% 32% 115%

Chevrolet 12% 25% 104%

Kia 15% 29% 96%
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Off Lease Volumes Will Add Significant 
Used Car Supply In The Coming Years

Source: Manheim, BofA Merrill Lynch Global Research

Source: Manheim, BofA Merrill Lynch Global Research Estimates

*Negative unit level for incremental lease originations is a result of lease 
penetration being below average, suggesting monthly payment dynamics 
were not favorable during this period

Off-Lease Volumes, Including Incremental Off-Lease Volumes

Annual Lease Originations – Normal vs Incremental*Lease Penetration as a % of total annual sales

Source: NADA

Source: Manheim, Morgan Stanley Research

Off-Lease Volume and Growth Estimates
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Positioning Used Car Values For 
A Potential Plunge

Source: Manheim, Morgan Stanley Research

Source: NADA, BofA Merrill Lynch Global Research Estimates

Manheim Used Price Index and Morgan Stanley Research Estimates

NADA used vehicle price index with forecasts – NADA vs BofA MLNADA used vehicle price index (adjusted for inflation/quality)

Source: NADA
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Reductions In Used Car / Lease Equity Will Extend 
Trade Lifecycle, Further Slowing New Sales

Source: Edmonds, Morgan Stanley Research

Trade Cycles Drive New Car Sales VelocityEquity Value of Trade-ins Toward Purchase of New Car

Source: Blinders Off Blog, LLC

Return rates higher reflecting 
lower used vehicle values

Return volumes higher 
reflecting growth in leasing and 
higher return rates

1Q auction value were 
seasonally higher that 4Q 16 
but lower YoY; 36-month 
auction values down 7% YoY, 
as expected

Equity Value of Trade-ins Toward Purchase of New Car

Source: Blinders Off Blog, LLC
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The First Inning of the Slowdown Appears 
To Be Well Underway 

Date Headline Link

5/17/17 Ford Cutting 1,400 jobs CNN Money

5/16/17 European Sales fall 7% on VW, British Slump Automotive News Europe

5/5/17 Honda Cuts Production of Accord in Maysville as sales fall Columbus Dispatch

5/3/17 Plunging Auto Sales Put Industry Jobs, Broader Economy, at Risk NBC News

5/2/17 Big Summer Shutdowns Loom for US Auto Plants as Sales Sputter Bloomberg

3/27/17 Ford’s Health Plan: Slim Down Inventory Automotive News

3/7/17 GM Will Lay Off 1,100 in Michigan After Domestic Production Shift Reuters

Source: WardsAuto InfoBank, BofA Merrill Lynch Global Research estimates

http://money.cnn.com/2017/05/17/news/companies/ford-job-cuts/
http://europe.autonews.com/article/20170516/ANE/170519850/european-sales-fall-7-on-vw-british-slump
http://www.dispatch.com/news/20170505/honda-cuts-production-of-accord-in-marysville-as-sales-fall
http://www.nbcnews.com/business/autos/plunging-auto-sales-put-industry-jobs-broader-economy-risk-n754461
https://www.bloomberg.com/news/articles/2017-05-03/big-summer-shutdowns-loom-for-u-s-auto-plants-as-sales-sputter
http://www.autonews.com/article/20170327000100/OEM/303279973?template=print
http://www.reuters.com/article/us-gm-layoffs-idUSKBN16D1S6


Better Alternatives To The Mirror 
As a Car Technology Platform
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Better Alternatives 
To The Mirror As A Platform

As a primer to this section of our report we encourage our readers to view the following pieces of research:

 PWC’s Strategy & report entitled “Connected Car 2016: Opportunities, Risk, and turmoil on the way to autonomous 
vehicles” (Report)

 McKinsey & Company’s report entitled “How the convergence of automotive and tech will create a new ecosystem” 
(Report)

 Oliver Wyman report entitled “Automobile Related Startups Mature” (Report)

• The Gentex “story” is predicated on packaging allegedly high margin technologies into the mirror.  In a best case 
scenario for Gentex, the mirror evolves to become a hub or “module” for vehicle navigation

• We view the majority of existing technologies in its mirrors (e.g., compass, HomeLink, vehicle integrated toll payment) 
as all relatively low tech and commoditized, which shouldn’t command much in the way of margin. We believe the 
historical premium is largely attached to the perception of Gentex’s dominance in auto-dimming and engineering

• Gentex’s Rear Camera Display (RCD) and recently released Full Display Mirror (FDM) are arguably its first foray into 
somewhat more sophisticated digital technology.  Not surprisingly, they will soon face a wholly different set of 
competitors than they have in the mirror 2.0 space

• Our IHS commissioned teardown results indicate that Gentex’s screens are sourced from Kyocera, so there is nothing 
proprietary or differentiated in the display.  Spruce Point’s market research indicates that Gentex’s camera isn’t 
meaningfully differentiated from other high end solutions (“co-development” with Ambarella) and that they are likely 
to face fierce competition from other optical companies if the industry moves in the direction of cameras

https://www.strategyand.pwc.com/reports/connected-car-2016-study
http://www.mckinsey.com/industries/automotive-and-assembly/our-insights/how-the-convergence-of-automotive-and-tech-will-create-a-new-ecosystem
http://www.oliverwyman.com/content/dam/oliver-wyman/v2/publications/2017/jun/Art10-Automobile-related.pdf
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Better Alternatives To The Mirror 
As A Platform (cont’d)

• Spruce Point is also of the opinion that the mirror as a display module is likely to be displaced in the 
intermediate to long-term by Heads-Up Display (HUD) and Augmented Reality HUD.  This is where all of 
Gentex’s high tech peers are placing their chips

• These sophisticated and well funded technology companies (e.g., Samsung, Panasonic, Google, Nvidia, Intel) 
view the digitalization of navigation as a sub component of the larger mega trends of the connected car and 
autonomous driving.  These organizations have meaningfully entered the navigation display space via 
acquisition of cameras, sensors and display

• Gentex appears willing to concede the HUD space (baring reference to a single electrochromic patent) and 
place all of its chips on the Full Display Mirror.  This is a major strategic bet that investors will need to become 
comfortable with, because the range of Gentex outcomes associated with limping into HUD aren’t generally 
attractive

• The fact that Gentex has not received bids to date reflects either the companies insistence on the mirror as 
the destination, the fact that most of the industry is interested in differentiated sensors, cameras and display 
capabilities or that Gentex would prefer not to open up its books

• It is clear to Spruce Point and BAML’s Automotive Analyst, that the emergence of these large players suggests 
that the competitive intensity in the space will pickup materially and margins will come under pressure
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Key Quotes From Analysts And Consultants

“In our view, the solid growth that Gentex once enjoyed is likely to be challenged by increasing competition and potential substitute 
products. In fact, the NHTSA ruling requiring all new vehicles in the US have rear camera displays (RCDs) by May 2018 could 
accelerate the path towards the ultimate replacement of automotive mirrors by cameras. At the very least, the existence of a 
potential replacement profit will likely drive meaningful pricing and margin pressure for Gentex.”  (our emphasis)
6/15/2017 John Murphy, Autos & Car Manufacturers Analyst, Bank of America Merrill Lynch 

“Today, 70 percent of global connected service sales come from premium brands. By 2022, that number will fall to 50 percent, at 
the expense of falling margins. Although connected services will generate sales of US$155 billion, most of this value will be offset 
by falling sales from legacy features such as navigation, entertainment, and safety systems. These trends will contribute to a 
squeeze in profits for OEMs and suppliers. Higher R&D expenses will not convert into higher overall sales. On the supply side, by 
2030, profits available to traditional automakers and suppliers may drop from 70 percent to less than 50 percent of the industry
total. The balance of $120 billion may be captured by new entrants, including suppliers of new technology, mobility services, or
digital services. Many of today’s manufacturers and suppliers lack the skill, agility, and boldness to turn their companies digital 
quickly enough to take advantage of this change. (our emphasis)
PWC’s – “Connected Car 2016: Opportunities , Risk, and turmoil on the way to autonomous vehicles”

The deals are taking automakers beyond their familiar partners, such as component manufacturers and dealerships. It is also 
notoriously hard to forecast the return-on-investment in digital technologies. But automakers need the new digital technologies, and 
they cannot develop them all themselves – especially given the imperative to integrate them fast. And digital innovation arises from a 
fast, experimental culture that is not to be found in much of the car industry. (our emphasis)
Oliver Wyman - “Automobile Related Startups Mature”

No single player is likely to dominate any part of such a horizontally organized, complex value chain by itself. But many of the new tech 
entrants are well positioned to take the lead in the software-focused parts. For each part of the ecosystem, there might be room for 
only a few winners, since few players will be able to invest the resources necessary to reach scale. (our emphasis)
McKinsey & Co. – “How the convergence of automotive and tech will create a new ecosystem”
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Gentex’s Display and Camera 
Capabilities Aren’t Differentiated

As part of our deep dive into Gentex,  
we hired IHS Markit to conduct a 
detailed product teardown of a 
Gentex rear display mirror.  The 
teardown identifies all of the 
product’s component parts.  The 
analysis indicates that Gentex relies 
on Kyocera Corp to provide the 
mirror’s display.  There is nothing 
differentiated about this component.  

Based on our field research, there 
isn’t any indication that Gentex’s 
camera is meaningfully differentiated 
technology

• To ensure video quality, Gentex leaned on a “co-development” with 
Ambarella to develop DSP based video processing solution.  The 
“partnership” can’t be that meaningful given that it isn’t disclosed in either 
companies financials 

• At 19th Annual Needham Growth Conference, Ambarella CEO mentioned 
that they have begun shipping Systems on Chip (SoC) directly to 
automotive OEMs.  This results in Ambarella having the ability to 
disintermediate Gentex over time.  (Motley Fool)

https://www.fool.com/investing/2017/01/19/how-big-is-the-automotive-opportunity-at-ambarella.aspx
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BMW’s Mirrorless Car Concept

Source: BMW Shows off mirrorless car at CES, Jan 6, 2016

Rear View Mirror Replaced With Camera Side Mirrors Replaced With Cameras

Some of Gentex’s customers such as BMW are already testing concept cars where cameras replace mirrors.

In countries such as Japan, laws have already been changed to allow auto companies to replace mirrors w/cameras, 

whereas the US is seen adopting the standard in 2018, and China is expected to join in the coming years (1) 

As camera’s replace mirrors, we believe Gentex’s competition base will increase significantly.

http://money.cnn.com/2016/01/06/technology/bmw-mirrorless-car-ces-2016/index.html
http://www.autonews.com/article/20160703/OEM06/307049990/japan-moves-quickly-into-mirrorless-cars
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Gentex’s High-Tech Peers Are Focused 
on Heads-Up Display (HUD)

Continental Panasonic

VisteonBMW HaloActive
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Gentex’s Potential Participation In A 
Heads-Up Display (HUD) Dominated World

HUD Scenarios Likelihood Description Implications

Gentex 
Manufactures

HUD
Low

Gentex leverages existing glass competency and 
builds/ partners/acquires other optical 
competencies to become a tier-1 supplier of 
HUDs.

Gentex protects core mirror (glass) business and 
continues to determine what technology is displayed 
(e.g., compass, temperature, etc.) and capture the 
margin associated with each

Gentex Supplies
Glass to HUD 

Manufacturers
Medium

HUDs is manufactured by a different tier-1 
supplier and the HUD owner relies on Gentex to 
provide bent auto dimming glass

Gentex protects core mirror (glass) business, albeit as     
a tier-2 supplier, but is unable to provide certain 
technologies and loses profits and margin as a result

No Involvement
Medium

HUD providers utilize hologram technology 
eliminating the need for Gentex to supply 
processed glass

Gentex runs the risk of display mirrors becoming   
viewed as an unnecessary digital display (back to       
auto dimming mirror 1.0) and loses certain technology 
modules (e.g., compass, temperature, etc.) and 
associated margins

Source: Spruce Point Analysis
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PWC Sees Future Supply Side of the Connected 
Car Requiring Scale and Diverse Skillsets  

The technology for these driver assistance and safety systems is quickly evolving 
from discrete warning and assistance features to more comprehensive, 
integrated, and connected systems. Technology, hardware, and software players 
are entering the market and are helping to accelerate these developments, 
either by transferring their technologies from other industries to automotive or 
by starting new companies to focus on specific new technologies for future 
vehicle applications.

For example, Nvidia, a leading maker of microchips and systems for visual 
computing, got its start making graphics chips for the gaming industry, and then 
branched out into automotive in the 2000s. Its powerful Tegra X1 chip can 
process images from various data sources, such as cameras, radar, and laser 
imaging, and enable machine learning for automotive systems. Companies like 
Nvidia leverage their years of experience in their fields to gain a foothold in 
automotive and quickly reach a high degree of scale and maturity.

This makes it almost impossible for OEMs and traditional suppliers to develop 
competing technology on their own, and as a result, many of them must access 
such technologies by other means. In 2015, for example, automotive supplier 
Continental acquired ASC’s Hi-Res 3D Flash Lidar business and its technology for 
using laser beams to measure distances to cars and other objects on the road, 
expanding its portfolio of sensor technologies. In 2015, Delphi made a strategic 
investment in Quanergy with the goal of jointly developing a low-cost Lidar 
system, a core technology needed for mass-market autonomous vehicles. And 
Valeo signed a technology cooperation agreement with Mobileye, also in 2015, 
to develop front-facing camera systems and sensor fusion. (Sensor fusion is a 
technology that analyzes data drawn from a variety of sensors and other 
monitoring sources to provide more comprehensive insight — for example, using 
multiple cameras to simulate depth perception).

Adaptive driver 

assistance systems Infotainment

Human-machine 

interface

Communicatins, 

computing,

 and cloud

Connected vehicle 

sevices

Connected device 

sercies

Traditional suppliers

Acquisition Acquisition Acquisition Acquisition Acquisition Acquisition

Continental: Elektrobit 

(2015)

Harman: 

Aha (2010)

Continental: Elektrobit 

(2015)

Bosch: Prosyst (2015) Harman: Redbend 

(2015)

Harman: Aditi (2015)

Delphi: Ottomatika 

(2015)

Harman: 

S1nn (2014) Partnership

Valeo: Peiker (2015) Harman: Towersec 

(2016)

ZF: TRW (2015) Continental: Elektrobit 

(2015)

Valeo & Safran (2013)

Partnership

Continental: ASC 

(2015)

Harman: Symphony

Teleca (2015)

Valeo & Capgemini 

(2015)

Magna: Philips & Lite-

On (2015) Partnership

Investment

Harman & Luxoft 

(2011)

Delphi: ?(2015) Harman & Microsoft 

(2016)

Bosch: AdasWorks 

(2016)

Harman & NXP (2017)

Partnership

Valeo & Mobileye 

(2015)

Harman & Navdy 

(2016)

New entrants from outside automotive

Acquisition New entrants Investment Acquisition Investment Partnership

Panaosnic: Ficosa 

(2014)

Apple, Baidu, Google Intel: Omek (2013) Cisco/NXP: Cohda 

Wireless (2013)

Verizon: Hughes (2012) Daimler Moovel & IBM 

(2014)

Google: FCA (2016)

New entrants New entrants Partnership

Airbiquity & Arynga 

(2016)

Nvidia: AdasWorks 

(2016)

Atmel, Fujitsu, 

Kyocera, LG, Toshiba

Cohda Wireless, 

Kymeta, Veniam

Airbiquity & Arynga 

(2016)

Samsung: Harman 

(2017)

Intel: Mobileye (2017)

New entrants

AdasWorks, Baselabs, 

Vector, Velodyne, 

Wind River

Technologies Enabling Services

New entrants

Airbiquity, Apple, 

Contigo, Dash, Google, 

iTRack, Lyft, 

MyCarTracks, Uber
New entrants

Airbiquity, Allstate, 

Fleetmatics, Pivotal, 

Progressive, SiriusXM, 

Trimble, Verisk

Source: PWC’s – “Connected Car 2016: Opportunities, Risk, and turmoil 

on the way to autonomous vehicles”, Spruce Point Analysis

Source: PWC’s – “Connected Car 2016: Opportunities, Risk, and turmoil 

on the way to autonomous vehicles”
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Major Technology Heavyweights 
Strategically Going After the Space

Gentex wants to position its mirrors as a location for housing technology (e.g., garage door openers and E-Z 
passes), yet conveniently excludes any of the serious players in the tech laden camera / display space as 
competitors.  Based on our conversations with an industry consultant we believe that Gentex will increasingly be 
competing with tech companies entering the automotive display space.  As cars continue to become more digital 
and connected, expect to see other tech giants throwing their hats in the ring.

Date Competitor Partner Entity Transaction Notes Source

2015 Continental Elektrobit Acquisition • Specializes in connected car and driver assist Press Release

2016 Harman Navdy Strategic Partnership 
/ Investment

• Navdy with Harman will be available direct to 
OEMs and in the aftermarket

Press Release

2017 Harman Samsung Acquisition Target • Harman has an automotive book of $25B
• Presents the scale to deliver the connected car 

Press Release

2015/2017 Ficosa Panasonic Acquisition Target • Panasonic's decision to speed up synergies 
between both companies, especially in the 
areas of connectivity, autonomous driving, 
safety systems for increasingly assisted driving 
and e-mobility

Press Release

2015 Magna Philips & Lite-On Digital 
Solution / HUD & 

ultrasonic sensors unit

Acquisition • Aimed at strengthening Magna's electronics 
engineering capabilities in Europe. Acquiring 
these business units furthers the company's 
goal of growing its electronics portfolio and 
delivering a variety of connected car 
technologies

Press Release

2017 Mobileye Intel Acquisition Target • Position Intel as a leading technology provider 
in the fast-growing market for highly and fully 
autonomous vehicles

Press Release

http://www.reuters.com/article/continental-ma-idUSL5N0YA0W420150519
http://news.harman.com/releases/harman-announces-strategic-investment-in-navdy-and-partners-to-offer-aftermarket-augmented-reality-driving-device-to-global-automotive-oems
https://news.samsung.com/global/samsung-electronics-completes-acquisition-of-harman
http://news.panasonic.com/global/press/data/2017/03/en170321-6/en170321-6.html
http://www.magna.com/zh/%E5%AA%92%E4%BD%93/press-releases-news/news-page/2015/02/03/news-release---magna-acquires-business-units-of-philips---lite-on-digital-solutions
http://intelandmobileye.transactionannouncement.com/
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Analysts See 12% Upside In Gentex

Analyst Recommendation Price Target

BMO Outperform $25.00

Keybanc Overweight $25.00

FBR Capital Outperform $25.00

Craig-Hallum Buy $24.00

JP Morgan Neutral $22.00

Baird Neutral $22.00

Buckingham Underperform $12.00

BofA Merrill Underperform $11.00

Great Lakes Review Hold --

Morningstar Three Stars --

Susquehanna Neutral --

Wells Fargo Outperform --

Average Price Target
% Implied Upside (1)

$20.75
12%

Gentex’s analysts are divided between “Buy” and “Neutral” recommendations, and have an average price 

target of approximately $20.75 per share, suggesting 12% upside. None of the analysts have critically 

analyzed the Company’s off-market gross margins with enhanced due diligence such as a product teardown 

or FOIA requests. We also do not believe the analysts are discounting the potential for permanent product 

displacement of mirrors. We expect a substantial re-rating lower in the share price.

1) Upside based on $18.50 share price
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Pay Attention To The Bofa/ML Analyst

“Are we there yet?..Yes, and heading into the Summer of our discontent” - June 15, 2017 

“Our $11 price objective on GNTX shares is based on a P/E multiple of roughly 8x a 

blended average of our 2018e & 2019e estimates, which is consistent with an 

EV/EBITDA of around 4.5x. This is below the company's historical range, which we 

believe is warranted given the US/NA cycle is now entering a downturn, in our view, 

which should pressure profits across the automotive value chain, including for GNTX.   

In addition, we believe an 8x P/E multiple, in line with the supplier average, is 

more appropriate than GNTX's 25x long-run average P/E given increasing RCD 

competition and the potential displacement of the rear-view mirror in lieu of 

camera based systems.”

Kudos to Analyst John Murphy for making a prescient call on Gentex, and putting a price target of $11 

(or >40% below market) on its share price. Murphy’s call is based primarily on industry cycle dynamics 

and the heightened risk of its product being displaced. 

When you layer on top of this call, our forensic analysis suggesting severe financial misstatement, 

the $11 price target looks all the more realistic.
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Gentex Trading On Inflated Financials, 
And Belief Its Product Won’t Be Displaced

Gentex trades at a slight premium to peers on its P/E and a significant premium to peers on its revenues. This is 

premium is unjustified relative to its below average earnings growth expectations, and high likelihood of financial 

misstatement causing upwards of 50% overstatement of earnings.

Source: Company financials, Wall St. estimates

$ in millions except per share amounts

Stock % of 2017E - 2018E Price / Enterprise Value

Price 52-wk Enterprise  Revenue EPS Consensus EPS  EBITDA Sales Price / Debt / 

Company (Ticker) 7/13/2017 High Value Growth Growth 2017E 2018E 2017E 2018E 2017E 2018E Book Capital

Magna (MGA) $47.93 99% $20,553 9.2% 13.3% 8.3x 7.3x 5.1x 4.8x 0.5x 0.5x 1.7x 22%

Delphi (DLPH) $92.58 99% $28,776 5.2% 9.6% 14.2x 12.9x 9.7x 9.1x 1.7x 1.6x 8.5x 58%

BorgWarner (BWA) $45.61 99% $11,693 5.0% 7.6% 12.8x 11.9x 7.6x 7.2x 1.3x 1.2x 2.8x 40%

Lear (LEA) $148.06 97% $11,273 3.8% 7.0% 9.2x 8.6x 5.5x 5.4x 0.6x 0.6x 3.1x 37%

Autoliv (ALV) $116.05 99% $10,814 6.2% 10.0% 18.2x 16.5x 8.3x 7.6x 1.0x 1.0x 2.5x 27%

Visteon (VC) $105.20 98% $3,312 4.4% 15.3% 18.3x 15.9x 9.1x 8.4x 1.0x 1.0x 5.1x 37%

Meritor (MTOR) $17.01 93% $2,454 7.8% 24.8% 12.1x 9.7x 8.0x 7.1x 0.8x 0.7x NM 116%

Stoneridge (SRI) $15.30 73% $562 3.3% 9.6% 9.8x 8.9x 6.5x 6.1x 0.7x 0.7x 2.1x 43%

Max 9.2% 24.8% 18.3x 16.5x 9.7x 9.1x 1.7x 1.6x 8.5x 116%

Average 5.6% 12.2% 12.9x 11.5x 7.6x 7.0x 1.0x 0.9x 4.2x 47%

Min 3.3% 7.0% 8.3x 7.3x 5.1x 4.8x 0.5x 0.5x 1.7x 22%

Gentex $18.50 84% $4,739 6.9% 7.6% 14.1x 13.1x 7.3x 6.9x 2.6x 2.5x 2.7x 7%

 Spruce Pt. Adjusted $18.50 84% $4,739 2.0% 4.9% 28.5x 27.2x 11.9x 11.5x 2.7x 2.6x 2.7x 7%
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Spruce Point Estimates 40% – 80% Downside

Valuation Low Price High Price Note

Inventory Adjusted Method
P/E Multiple

LTM Net Income
Tax Adjusted Inventory
Adjusted Net Income

Diluted Shares
LTM Adj. EPS

Price Tgt.
% Downside

9.0x
$364.9
($81.6)
$283.3
291.5
$0.97

$8.75/sh
-55%

12.0x
$364.9
($81.6)
$283.3
291.5
$0.97

$11.65/sh
-40%

We normalize Gentex’s inventory 
assuming it should have grown in line 
with sales and accounts receivable. 

This gets us to a $120m inventory over-
capitalization, which we tax-effect at 

32%, we estimate. We believe Gentex’s 
multiple should be at the low end of 

peer ranges to discount 1) its high risk 
of financial misstatement and 2) the 

risk of ultimate product displacement

Gross Margin Adjusted Method
P/E Multiple

LTM Sales
Assumed Margin

LTM Adj. Gross Margin
Adj. EBT

Adj. Net Income
Diluted Shares

Adj. EPS
Price Tgt.

% Downside

9.0x
$1,726.9

20%
$345.4
$185.7
$126.3
291.5
$0.43

$3.90/sh
-79%

12.0x
$1,726.9

30%
$518.1
$358.6
$243.7
291.5
$0.84

$10.00/sh
-47%

Nobody in the auto supply industry is 
capable of achieving 40% gross margins 

similar to Gentex’s reported results. 
The global industry average is 20%. We 

give Gentex the benefit of the doubt 
and make this our lower bound 

estimate. We also apply the same P/E 
multiple range as above

$ in millions, except per share amounts

We arrive at our price targets by adjusting Gentex’s earnings for evidence of overstatement through aggressive 

inventory capitalization methods designed to bolster reported gross margins.
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Recap of Short Thesis

Interior/Exterior Mirrors Come With Disadvantages And May Become Made Obsolete: 

Side mirrors increase drag and reduce fuel efficiency, while interior mirrors can block forward field vision, and 

backward vision can be obstructed by headrests, passengers and cargo 

Automotive Technology Revolution Underway, Where Does Gentex Stand: Autonomous driving and 

connected car trends call into question Gentex’s vision of the mirror as the future car technology platform. As 

cameras and other technology dominates car necessities, Gentex’s competitive universe will broaden (example: 

Samsung/Harman, Panasonic/Ficosa). Its core competency of mirrors may be deemed irrelevant

Gentex’s Management Has A Credibility Issue: Questionable IPO history that its CEO would rather avoid. 

Documented inconsistencies made about its business organization to regulators, and proprietary claims made 

about its product easily refuted by product teardown analysis. Questionable related-party HomeLink deal

Evidence Mounting of the Auto Cycle Ending and Gentex Playing Defense: New auto sales are slowing, while 

used car prices are declining. Auto suppliers are particularly exposed to industry corrections. Gentex is already 

signaling a slowdown of SmartBeam, its former growth driver, making tax rate adjustments to bolster EPS, and 

accelerating debt reduction while cash flows remain positive

Evidence of Capex + Inventory Inflation Explain Its Outlier 40% Gross Margins: Documents show inflation of 

Gentex’s recent $60m+ North Riley Campus, with costs 90%+ overestimate, square footage inflated 40% and 

capacity below plan. Long-term Inventory growth of 3x vs. sales and accounts receivables a major red flag

Significant Governance Concerns: CEO is also Chairman and has stacked the Board with allies, including two 

entrenched audit committee members, one with ties to Arthur Andersen, not likely to question the status quo. 

Insider ownership in decline with large CEO stock sales below current prices. Beware of negligible audit fees

40% to 80% Downside Risk:  Gentex’s valuation assumes it can sustain high single digit growth, and fails to 

account for the high potential for financial misstatement and its product eventual displacement. Listen carefully to 

the analyst at Bofa/ML with an underweight and $11 price target


